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SUPERSTITIONS!
CHOCOLATE CRAVING

A teammate of mine and I have our own individual
superstitions we have to follow before every game. My
teammate, senior second baseman Danielle Lazorka,
has multiple pre-game rituals to complete. Before every
game, the All-American drinks Arizona brand Peach iced
tea and listens to a song by famous hip-hop artist Lil’
Wayne. She also has to have the softballs stacked a
certain way near second base before pre-game warmups, and must be the last one off the field for ground
ball warm-ups. Compared to her, my superstition seems
pretty normal! I just have to eat a Hershey chocolate bar
right before every game starts. 				
		-Sam Pientack Jr. C/DH
Bloomsburg University (NCAA DII)

HAIR AND MAKEUP PLEASE!

Our entire team gathers together before each game
to help fix each other’s hair and put on each other’s
make-up. This may seem like a simple tradition, but the
routine seems to work for us as we shoot for another
great season!
-University of Arizona (DI)

MY CHECKLIST

I follow many superstitions each
time I step onto the softball
field! I have a long list of
rituals that include in-game
superstitions and some that
have kept with me since I
started playing the sport.
Before each game, I must tie
my cleats double-knotted,
and since my freshman year of
high school, I have made sure
I listen to “Eye of the Tiger”
by the band Survivor before

EXTRAS

every game. As far as my uniform, I make sure I wear a
headband for every game, and I have worn the same shirt
under my jersey for every game since I got to college.
During the game, I swing two bats every time before
stepping into the batter’s box. Also, since my younger
days of playing softball, I have smoothed out the dirt
before stepping into the batter’s box or else I feel that
I will not have a good at-bat. Even though they might
sound crazy, I hope they all continue to work for me!
-Stephanie Falzarano, Sr. IF
Moravian College (NCAA DIII)

wanna share your strange
superstitions? www.nfca.org
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ARE YOU

REALLY
A LEADER?

COLLEGE COACHES ARE ALWAYS LOOKING
FOR ATHLETES WHO ARE POSITIVE
LEADERS ON THEIR TEAM.
TAKE THIS QUIZ TO SEE IF YOU ARE THE
ONE THEY’VE BEEN SEARCHING FOR...
BY JEFF JANSSEN

1

I am one of the hardest workers on the team.

12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2

USING A SCALE FROM ONE TO FIVE RATE YOURSELF ON THE FOLLOWING 24 QUESTIONS:
1 = STRONGLY DISAGREE 2 = DISAGREE 3 = UNDECIDED 4 = AGREE 5 = STRONGLY AGREE

I care passionately about the team’s success.
I am a competitive person who wants to win.
I have confidence in myself as a person and my ability to lead.
I want to perform in pressure situations.
I bounce back quickly following mistakes and errors.
I stay calm and composed in pressure situations.
I stay focused when faced with distractions, obstacles, and adversity.
I keep my anger and frustration under control.
I consistently do the right thing on and off the field.
I am honest and trustworthy.
I treat teammates, coaches, and others with respect.

24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13

SUBTOTAL A (1-12)
I reach out to teammates when they need help.
I take the time to listen to teammates.
I regularly encourage my teammates to do their best.
I regularly compliment my teammates when they succeed.
I communicate optimism and hope when the team is struggling.
I know what to say to teammates when they are struggling.
I have developed an effective relationship with each teammate.
I am a team player who seeks to unify the team.
I hold teammates accountable for following team rules and standards.
I constructively confront teammates when necessary.
I am willing to address and minimize conflicts between teammates.
I am firm, fair, and direct when dealing with conflicts and problems.
SUBTOTAL B (TOTAL OF 13-24)

GRAND TOTAL (A+B)
EXTRAS

UIZ

SCORE YOURSELF
The Leadership Quiz is divided into two parts. Numbers
1-12 help you rate yourself as a Leader by Example, and
the overall total helps you rate yourself as a Vocal Leader.
The quiz measures the four critical areas
you need to be an effective leader:
Commitment, Confidence, Composure, and Character.

SUBTOTAL A
12 TO 44 POINTS

Not a Leader by Example

45 TO 52 POINTS
Solid Leader by Example

53 TO 60 POINTS
Spectacular Leader by Example

GRAND TOTAL
24 TO 89 POINTS

TAKING A BACKSEAT

You are not successfully leading by example or vocally to
earn the respect of your teammates. If you want to be a
leader, you are going to have to improve in areas such as
your commitment and composure. Work everyday on one
thing mentioned in the quiz, starting
with where you scored the lowest.

90 TO 105 POINTS

GETTING THERE

You are doing a solid job of leading by example and
vocally, but continue to work on and beware of the
intangibles, like respect and confidence.
If you do more of the things necessary to be
an effective leader, college coaches will take notice.

106 TO 120 POINTS

CAPTAIN OF THE SHIP

You are doing a spectacular job of leading in every way.
Your teammates and your coach can count on you at all
times. The closer your number to 120, the better, so keep
it up. You will soon be noticed by college coaches as a
future leader of their team.

This Leadership Quiz comes from The Team Captain’s
Leadership Manual by Jeff Janssen. For more info visit,
http://jeffjanssen.com/coaching/resources.html#leadership
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NOW

PLAYING...

All The Above Maino
Jump Around House of Pain
Tonight Enrique Iglesias

It’s My Life/Confessions Glee
Yeah 3X Chris Brown
Ain’t No Mountain High Enough
Temptations

Green Onions Booker T & The MGs
Cantaloop US3
Palomita de Ojos Negros
Linda Ronstadt

Black & Yellow Wiz Khalifa
Iron Zion Bob Marley
Flagpole Sitta Harvey Danger

Dynamite Taio Cruz
Animal Neon Trees
Please Don’t Go Michael Posner

Tik Tok Ke$ha
These Boots Are Made For Walking
Jessica Simpson
Gonna Make You Sweat
C+C Music Factory

Magic B.O.B
Power Kanye West
We R Who We R Ke$ha
My Kinda Party Jason Aldean
Walk This Way Aerosmith
Game On Disciple

Back In Black AC/DC
Here Comes The Boom Nelly
Chicken Fried Zac Brown Band
Beat It Michael Jackson
Live Like We’re Dying Kris Allen
Girls Just Wanna Have Fun
Cyndi Lauper
Number One Jamie Foxx
We Like Her Drake
Pump It Up Joe Buddens

EXTRAS

All I Do Is Win DJ Khaled
I Gotta Feeling Black Eyed Peas
Memories David Guetta
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SOFTBALL

never looked

so good

make sure you look and feel
your best when you step on the
field, and your play will reflect it...
by kimberly wardlaw, NFCA

MAKEUP TO BEAT
THE SWEAT

GET A LIFT
IS YOUR SPORTS BRA GIVING
YOU THE SUPPORT YOU NEED?
HERE ARE 3 TIPS TO HELP YOU
FIND THE RIGHT FIT FOR YOU

#1: construction
Stay in place while rounding first base. What that
means is finding a bra that
separates and compresses.
ENELL BRA

Great for curvy women

#2: comfort

Have fun on the run. Purchase a bra with adjustable
straps and moisture-wicking
fabric.
MOVING COMFORT BRA
Great for
small-medium women

#3: cup size

Put your best chest forward.
Know your cup size. If your
regular bra covers you with no
spillage or bagginess then you
are in the correct size.
NIKE DETERMINATION BRA

Great for all sizes

health

NOT ALL SOFTBALL PLAYERS
WEAR MAKEUP, BUT IF YOU DO,
HERE ARE SOME BRANDS THAT
STAND UP DURING GAME-DAY PRESSURE
Foundation

Clinique work-out makeup
Lasts through heat, humidity and
activity. It will keep you looking
fresh throughout the game.

Mascara

Clinique gentle waterproof
mascara
Ideal for active sports. Long
lasting but gentle on lashes.
Will not run while playing.

Blush

Loreal Sheer Gel Blush
for a casual long lasting look that
will keep you pretty and pink until
the last out.

Lip Gloss

C.O. Bigelow Mentha Lip Shine
Contains peppermint oil that
keeps your lips cool and your
breath fresh between innings.

Health

Small
Chili

Medium
Fries

Homestyle
Chicken Go Wrap

Sour Cream
and Chive Potato

Small Chili and 5
Piece Chicken Nuggets

Premium Fish
Fillet Sandwich

Southwest Taco Salad

Single
Burger
with Everything

Chicken Club Sandwich

Jr. Cheeseburger

Quarter Pounder
Premium
Grilled
Chicken
Club
Sandwich

Filet-OFish
Cheeseburger

6 Piece Chicken
McNuggets

Egg McMuffin

Hotcakes (no syrup
& butter)

Cookies

Kiddie Cone
Honey Mustard
Grilled Snack Wrap
Caramel Apple
Empanadas

Cinnamon Twists

Steak
Gordita

Crunchy
Beef Taco

Zesty Chicken
Border Bowl

Pintos ‘n
Cheese

Chicken Fiesta Salad

Steak
Chalupa

Ranchero
Chicken
Soft Taco

Cheesy
Fiesta
Potatoes
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DOYOU

HEARD OF THE NFL DRAFT COMBINE? WONDERED WHY IT IS SUCH
A BIG DEAL? IT’S BECAUSE ATHLETIC ABILITY = FOOTBALL
SUCCESS. WHY SHOULD YOU CARE? BECAUSE THE NFCA IS BRINGING
IT TO SOFTBALL, AND NOW YOU AND COLLEGE COACHES WILL KNOW
IF YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A STAR ON THEIR TEAM...
BELOW ARE THE NINE TESTS, AND THE BEST PART IS THAT IF YOU
AREN’T HAPPY WITH THE RESULTS, THERE ARE WAYS TO IMPROVE

HAVE

WHAT IT TAKES?
2
1
BODY COMPOSITION

MEASURED BY

The athlete’s
height, weight, and age will be used to calculate a body
composition number. Average body composition for high
school softball is approximately 22% body fat; NCAA
softball is approximately 23% body fat.
OMRON BIOELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE:

3

POWER

Athlete starts with toes
behind a line and jumps forward as far as
possible, landing on both feet. The average
standing broad jump score for high school
softball is approximately 65 inches; NCAA
softball is approximately 80 inches.

5

7

4

BATTED BALL
VELOCITY MEASURED
WITH A RADAR GUN: The
athlete hits as described
above while a batted ball
velocity measurement is
taken. Average batted-ball
velocity for high school
softball is approximately
55 mph; NCAA softball is
approximately 70 mph.

MEASURED BY A

The athlete
squeezes a grip dynamometer for 2-3 seconds to get
a measurement of muscular strength. Average grip
strength for high school softball is approximately
30kg; NCAA softball is approximately 35kg.
GRIP STRENGTH DYNAMOMETER:

ROTATIONAL POWER MEASURED BY THE SPANIOL
ROTARY POWER TEST: The athlete takes a batting
stance holding a medicine ball in both hands and tosses it
as far forward as possible. Average rotary power for high
school softball is approximately 15 mph; NCAA softball is
approximately 18 mph.

AGILITY MEASURED BY THE 5-10-5 TEST:
The athlete starts on the clock and runs five yards in
one direction, changes direction and runs 10 yards
and changes direction again and runs five more yards.
Average 5-10-5 for high school softball is approximately
5.5 seconds; NCAA softball is approximately 5.1 seconds.

THROWING VELOCITY MEASURED BY THE USE
OF A RADAR GUN: The athlete throws overhand into a
net and this throw is measured in MPH. Average overhand
throwing velocity for high school softball is approximately
48 mph; NCAA softball is approximately 57 mph.

9

health

MEASURED BY A STANDING

BROAD JUMP:

MUSCULAR STRENGTH

8

6

SPEED

MEASURED BY THE

The athlete starts behind
a line and sprints 20 yards as fast as she can.
Average 20-yard dash time for high school
softball is approximately 3.6 seconds; NCAA
softball is approximately 3.3 seconds.
20-YARD DASH:

BAT SPEED MEASURED BY THE SWING SPEED
RADAR: The athlete hits line drives off a batting tee
into a net. The bat speed is recorded in mph. Average bat
speed for high school softball is approximately 55 mph;
NCAA softball is approximately 70 mph.

The NFCA will introduce the Baseball/Softball Athletic Testing System (BATS) in all of its 2011 Administered
camps as a way of helping softball athletes evaluate their strengths and weaknesses. Each athlete will walk
away with a raw score in each category and can see immediately how these scores compare with peers and
with current college athletes. The fitness data then becomes a valuable resource for athletes to present
to college coaches. After the camp, the athlete may choose to go to a designated website to pursue an
individualized report, showing charts and graphs of their current fitness and of ways to improve in each
category (additional costs). The BATS program, developed by *Dr. Frank Spaniol, concentrates on measuring
Body Composition, Muscular Strength, Power, Agility, Speed, Throwing Velocity, Bat Speed and Batted Ball
Velocity. The NFCA administered recruiting camps will be the only camp source to offer the BATS testing
program. *Dr. Frank Spaniol, developer of the BATS program, is an internationally recognized softball and
baseball researcher. He serves as a Professor of Kinesiology at Texas A&M-Corpus Christi, where he teaches
biomechanics. He can be reached by email at frank.spaniol@tamucc.edu.

BEFORE YOU HEAD OFF TO JOIN YOUR NEW COLLEGE
TEAMMATES COMMIT TO THE ITEMS BELOW TO PREPARE
YOURSELF FOR MAXIMUM SUCCESS –ON AND OFF THE FIELD

By mid-May you should have
received a summer training
program from your new strength coach.
If not, reach out to him or her to request a
comprehensive plan to follow. Sending an introductory
note and taking the initiative will not be forgotten.

Once received, read your program from beginning to end.
Make sure you are clear on everything that is expected of you,
including all testing that will be conducted once you arrive on
campus. Ask for specific testing protocols and standards if these
are not included in your program. You should also ask about
exercise videos that may be available as a supplement to
your program. Many programs now put exercise videos
online or create DVDs to send out with summer
programs.

If you have limited experience with
resistance and movement training and/or
your summer program includes a number
of new exercises, work with a certified
strength coach or personal trainer for
at least one week. This way you can
make sure you are doing exercises with
proper technique and are reading your
workouts appropriately. Every day
is an opportunity to improve your
athleticism, so do
not waste time
doing things
incorrectly!

As you begin following
your summer program, send
short email updates on your
progress to your new strength
coach (and cc your softball
coaching staff). Ask questions
to make sure you are on track and
covering all your bases. Building
a relationship over the summer and
demonstrating your commitment to
becoming a better athlete will pay
dividends.

You may be a freshman when you arrive, but there
is no reason for you to take a backseat to anyone.
Make a statement with your preparation –in the
weight room and on the field. Excel on the team
performance testing, compete confidently with your
teammates –show them you are serious about being
great. Buy into everything your strength coach is
selling. He or she can often be your greatest ally.
Bring a great attitude to each workout and you will
get your college career off to a great
start.

One of the biggest
mistakes young athletes
make is failing to commit
to living like an elite
athlete every hour of
the day. Training hard
and working on your skills an hour or
more each day is not enough. Maximize
the benefits of training by making every
decision count. Eat like a champion.
Choose nutrient-dense foods and eat at
regular intervals throughout the day.
Hydrate effectively. Sleep adequately
(8-9 hours each night), soundly and on
a consistent schedule. These items will
impact your health, performance, and
recovery between workouts.

In addition to following your summer
training program, spend additional
time working on your personal weaknesses.
If your conditioning level is not where it
needs to be, add 1-2 extra running workouts each
week. If flexibility is an issue, spend an extra
10-15 minutes post-workout each day to stretch
and foam roll (self-massage). Likewise, if you have
specific softball skills that need to be refined make
time to work on those multiple times each week
as well. Champions do more than they are asked to
do. Begin acting like the champion you want to be!
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®

“WITHOUT A DOUBT,
THE BEST TRAINING TOOL
I HAVE EVER USED.”
SARAH PAULY
FOUR TIME ALL-PRO PITCHER

THE PROCESS

recruiting

FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW ON YOUR WAY TO HERE

⚙⚙About 4,500 softball athletes will enter college each fall as freshmen. In 2010, according to

a high
school sports participation survey, 378,211 athletes participated in softball in high school.
⚙⚙The NCAA makes the rules for roughly 800 Division I, II and III colleges, and the NAIA is the
governing body for about 300 more colleges across the U.S. NCAA Division I & II and NAIA
colleges can offer scholarships based on athletic ability, but Division III colleges cannot. So of the
1,100 four-year softball schools, only a little over half offer any form of softball scholarships. This
means that nearly half of girls playing softball in college right now are not receiving athletic-based
aid.
⚙⚙Only about 25% of the 1,100 schools are at the NCAA Division I level. That means that 75% of the
athletes playing four-year college softball are not at Division I schools.
⚙⚙Division I colleges may offer a maximum of 12 total scholarships during any one year, Division II has
7.2 scholarships, and NAIA schools can offer a maximum equivalency of 10 during any one year. However, many schools are not fully funded and may offer less than the maximum. So even at the ‘fully funded’
programs, since those 12 (at DI) are broken down among the roughly 20 players on the roster, most
players on the team will receive only partial scholarships and some may have to make the team as
walk-ons. “Full rides” are extremely rare!
⚙⚙The NJCAA governs about 400 Division I, Division II and Division III two-year schools. Only NJCAA
DI and DII schools can offer scholarships based on athletic ability; DIII cannot.
⚙⚙NCAA and NAIA scholarships are awarded on a yearly basis and must be renewed annually. There is no
guarantee that a coach will renew a scholarship. However, a coach can renew at a lower level, same
level or at a higher level.
⚙⚙The Prospective Student-Athlete (PSA) as of September 1 of her junior year can receive printed material, but phone calls and off-campus face-to-face contact from coaches are not permitted until July 1
(NCAA I) or June 15 (NCAA II) after completion of the junior year. Text messaging is illegal until a PSA
has signed a letter of intent.
⚙⚙During an athlete’s senior year, she may take up to five expense-paid official visits to five different institutions. The college may provide for transportation, meals, lodging and a complimentary admission to an
athletic event, but some colleges may ask the parents for assistance in defraying some of this expense.
⚙⚙An unofficial visit is a visit to a college campus initiated by the student-athlete at her own expense. There
are no restrictions on the number of unofficial visits or on the age of the athlete.
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STEPS TO GAIN ATTENTION FROM COLLEGE COACHES

1 Start playing on a very competitive travel ball team by the

early teen years.
2 Attend NFCA recruiting camps during the high school years.
3 Attend college skills camps early in your career. Zero in on
the preferred colleges and attend those camps more than once.
4 Send softball resume, video or web link, and travel schedule
to selected colleges as a sophomore and no later than the junior
year. Express interest in each school with a personalized letter.
When receiving the college’s questionnaire, return it promptly.
5 Take the PSAT, SAT & ACT early, prior to the senior year.
6 Email college coaches to alert and remind them of your participation in tournaments and camps.
7 Ask your youth coach to snail mail and email a letter of recommendation to selected college coaches.
8 Ask your youth coach to telephone selected college coaches
to follow-up on the written recommendation.

9 Take numerous unofficial visits and start

early in the high school career. Parents may
go too, but the athlete should take the lead
in asking questions and responding to the
college coach.
10 Mail a thank you letter to the head
coach after each visit.
11 Draw the college coach’s attention at tournaments by hustling on and off the field, staying
positive, encouraging teammates and showing poise in tough
situations.
12 Remember that coaches are looking for certain basic skills.
These include: knowledge of the game, baserunning ability,
fielding strengths and batting skills. Practice, Practice, Practice
to make sure you can showcase talent in these areas.
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YOU
Are In Control!
It’s

sometime in your senior year, and you have stopped
sending out letters, resumes and video links. College
coaches have seen you at tournaments, and you have
even worked out with some Div. II or NAIA teams. Your visits are
pretty much done, and you’ve sent handwritten thank-you’s, but no
thank you notes to the coaches at the schools you’re sure are not a
good fit.
You have narrowed your list of colleges down to two or three, and
it’s time to make that big decision. Some players will have an easier
time with this than others – e.g., the one school that feels best for
them in all possible ways stands out very clearly. But many players
have to put some serious thought into this choice. Each of your
options has something to offer you. So, how do you decide?
Here are a couple of suggestions that might be helpful. When you
start taking your visits – official or unofficial – to colleges, bring a
copy of the college visit checklist from my book, Preparing to Play
Softball at the Collegiate Level. Take a camera and use it. Having
photos of things you like – or don’t like – about that school will
be useful later on. Jot down your impressions in a notebook or on
your laptop. It’s easy to be overwhelmed by all you see and hear, so
keeping a written record of what you feel and experience while you’re
there may come in handy at decision time.
After all your visits are done, sit down with your parents and try –
I know this can be difficult – to have a frank discussion about what
you think your collegiate needs are as well as what they need from
you. For example, you may prefer the school that’s farther away from
home, while they are having a hard time facing the prospect of not
seeing your games. Or, your No. 1 choice may be a school they can’t
afford unless you’re willing to take out some hefty loans.
With the current state of the economy, you might have to consider
the school that’s offering you a great aid package ahead of the school
with the prettier campus or the better known softball team. Like it or
not, financial realities could factor into your selection process.
There’s an exercise you can do that may point you in the right
direction. I’ll warn you. It’s a bit time-consuming, but in the long
run, I think it will be worth it. Find a quiet time when you can lock
yourself in your room with a pad of paper and a pencil. Turn off your
cell phone...iPod...CD player…computer...TV...radio. In other words,
get rid of all distractions. You need to focus.
On the pad of paper, start writing down any and all things that
are important to your college experience. Some examples could be
geographic location, appealing dorm rooms, affordability, studentteacher ratio, your chances of playing as a freshman, quality of
cafeteria food and size of the campus. There’s no right or wrong
term, and the more you come up with the better.
Do this part of the exercise until you absolutely can’t think of
anything else or until your hand falls off. Then take a short break.
When you come back to your list of collegiate attributes, start sorting
the terms into categories.
For example, under the heading Economic Factors, you might
include “how much my folks will have to pay,” “not needing to take
out loans,” and “academic versus athletic aid.” Under Academic

RECRUITING

SO OFTEN IN THE RECRUITING PROCESS, IT’S
ABOUT WHAT SCHOOL WANTS YOU AND WHICH
PROGRAM YOU WILL FIT INTO. BUT WHAT ABOUT
THE REVERSE? HOW DO YOU PICK THE SCHOOL
THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU? by CATHI ARADI
Strengths, you might list “technology resources,” “professor
accessibility,” “class size,” and “graduate school entry rate.” Under
Athletic Considerations, you might find “opportunity to play as a
freshman,” “quality of athletic facilities,” and “experience of coaching
staff.” (These are things I might think of. You’re bound to come up
with a lot more of your own.)
Remember, you want to list as many factors as you can, and
some might fit under more than one heading. Once you’ve gotten
everything organized, take another short break. Hang in there. You’ve
only got two more steps!
SAMPLE LIST:
(yours will be a lot longer and have more categories)
Economic factors
More professors than T.A.’s
Academic strengths
Great training resources
Athletic considerations
Cost of school overall
No loans needed
Grad school
Good student/teacher ratio
Acceptance rate
Will play as a freshman
Graduation rate*
Great academic aid
Travel costs low vs. high*
Top ranking
Reputation of business school
Knowledgeable coaches
Quality of athletic facilities
Smaller cost to parents
* These might go under other headings too. Travel costs could all
factor into Geographic Consideration. Graduation rate might be
included under Academic Strengths or even under Economic Factors if
you can get out in four years versus five!
When you start the exercise again, keep in mind that as much as
you might like a particular coach or team, these shouldn’t be the
deciding factors because coaches—and players—come and go. It’s
the big picture that should determine which school is right for you.
Prioritize (or assign a value to) the terms in each category. The most
important things should be at the top. You should have a clear idea
of what you want from your college experience. Then look at each
college and see how it stacks up against your completed list. It’s
likely that no one school will meet every single requirement. However,
one college may stand out ahead of the others.
I know a lot of teenagers will groan at the thought of all this work.
I’ve found, however, that even if you only get half or two-thirds of
the way through the exercise, at some point, you may realize that you
already know which college is right for you!
Catharine Aradi is the author of Preparing to
Play Softball at the Collegiate Level, published
by the NFCA. She maintains the Fastpitch
Recruiting Web Source, and she works as
a recruiting consultant with athletes and
colleges around the U.S. You can call
her (415-456-6449), visit her website
(fastpitchrecruiting.com) or email her
(info@fastpitchrecruiting.com).

NX-NX’S
Would you like to know some of the reasons college
coaches scratch names off of their recruiting lists? Here
is a list of “NO-NO’S.” Don’t allow the following things
to sabotage your recruiting experience:

GIVING
UP EASILY
AND NOT
PRODUCING
UNDER
PRESSURE;
MAKING
EXCUSES

XX Failing to hustle on and off the field
XX Allowing parents to carry YOUR gear to and from the car
XX Failing to run out every fair hit ball
XX Missing signs from your coaches
XX Having an obnoxious parent in the stands
XX Showing a lack of discipline in the classroom
XX Showing a lack of discipline in YOUR own conditioning
XX Showing no enthusiasm for the game
XX Lacking fundamental skills or athletic ability
XX Sloppy appearance
XX Being more of an individual than a team player; never helping to carry
team gear
XX Exhibiting rude behavior in the tournament hotel
XX Displaying poor manners on a recruiting trip; not respecting the rules
of the college you are visiting
XX Failing to participate in your own recruiting process by expecting your
parents to answer questions, send emails and make the calls to college
coaches

SHOWING
A LACK OF
SPORTSMANSHIP,
TEMPER
TANTRUMS,
POUTING

And finally, always remember that coaches are evaluating more than just your athletic ability. Many times,
your actions away from the field reveal more than how
you perform on the field.

DISRESPECTING
PARENTS, COACHES,
TEAMMATES AND/
OR UMPIRES

MAKING TWO ERRORS
IN SUCCESSION BECAUSE
YOU DID NOT SHAKE OFF
THE FIRST ONE
FAILING TO
EXECUTE THE
FUNDAMENTALS OF
A SACRIFICE BUNT
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FromDreams...
to reality

by Laura Valentino

I learned to love softball at a very young age
and knew that softball would be an important part of my future. My attitude was
to listen to my coaches and give 100
percent in practice so that I could
get a little better every day. As a
freshman in high school, I realized
that I wanted to get a scholarship
and play softball in college. After
watching Hofstra University softball
games, I decided that I could be one of
those players and was determined to work
hard to fulfill this dream. I took many steps to
get noticed by college coaches throughout the rest of
my high school career. Here are a few that I hope will be helpful to you:

Laura is
a senior
scholarship
athlete on
the Hofstra
University
softball team

LAURA’S TIPS FOR MAKING YOUR DREAMS A REALITY
RR I did some internet research to find

RR
RR
RR
RR

the colleges that most interested
me and fit my requirements such as:
majors offered, distance from home,
academic standards, cost, competitiveness of softball program, personality/philosophy of the coach, and my
assessment of my softball ability as
compared to the current team. Then, I
narrowed my list to about 20 colleges.
I watched college softball games on
TV and in person to get an idea of
where I could best fit in as an athlete.
From junior high to graduation, I attended many NFCA recruiting camps
and collegiate skills camps.
I made sure to play summer ball each
summer on a very competitive team.
I emailed lots of college coaches expressing my interest in their program.
I always included my name, graduation year, primary position, mailing

RR

RR
RR

RR

address, phone number, travel ball
team/coach and travel ball schedule.
My freshman year in high school, I
sent a letter, softball resume, skills
DVD and travel ball schedule to the
colleges I had targeted. Each letter
was personalized to the current head
coach and always included my name,
address, grad year, position and other
contact information.
I studied diligently for my SAT/ACT
and took them during my junior year
with scores sent to my targeted colleges.
Prior to each travel ball season, I
personally emailed my schedule to
targeted college coaches. I always
remembered to include name, grad
year and other contact information.
During high school, I asked my high
school and travel coach to communicate by phone and email with the

RR

RR

coaches at my targeted colleges. As
a follow-up, I asked my coaches to
send letters of recommendation to
these same schools.
I went on numerous unofficial visits
as a sophomore and junior, making
sure that I had a firm appointment
with the softball coach during these
visits. Many of the visits were taken
while visiting a city to play in a
tournament. There is no limit on the
number of unofficial visits so I took
quite a few of these. I always sent the
coach a note thanking him or her for
taking time to meet with me.
I took three official visits. On both official and unofficial visits, I made sure
that I communicated with the coach
rather than expecting my parents to
do all the talking. I did not allow
myself to be afraid to ask questions.

Don’t ever allow yourself to get discouraged. The recruiting
process can be slow and it most
definitely requires your time and dedication. Do all the things I
suggested above and continue to
play the game at a high level. You never know when a college coach
is watching, and it may even be off the
field when you are in a social setting. Remember that coaches want to see discipline, hustle, a love for the game, and respect for
umpires, teammates and parents. Of course, they require a fairly high skill level on the field and acceptable grades in the classroom.
Have fun and stay determined on and off the field and I believe that your dream of playing college softball can come true. Mine did!

RECRUITING

by Brandi Gordon
Assistant Coach, Harvard
NOT EVERYTHING YOU HEAR
ABOUT THE RECRUITING PROCESS
IS TRUE...

HYPOTHESIS: COACHES ARE NOT RESPONDING TO MY EMAILS/LETTERS; THEY MUST NOT BE RECRUITING ME. Coaches may not respond
to your correspondence for several reasons. One main reason is that NCAA rules do not permit coaches to communicate with recruits
depending on their specific age. Other reasons coaches may not respond are because their schedules are extremely hectic, their focus is on
their season and training their team, they are on the road recruiting or, due to the amount of inquiries, they do not respond to every piece
of correspondence.
HYPOTHESIS: I CALLED A COLLEGE COACH AND ASKED HER IF SHE WAS RECRUITING MY POSITION WITHIN MY YEAR. SHE SAID SHE
WAS NOT. I SHOULD NOT CONTINUE REACHING OUT TO THAT SCHOOL. Although there are many opportunities, not all schools are the
right fit for you as an individual. You may not be a good fit academically, athletically or they just may not need your specific position for
that year. Knowing that, you should reach out to other schools that are looking for your position. If a school has told you they are not
in need of your position for your class, let them know to get in touch with you if their recruiting needs change.

HYPOTHESIS: I AM NOT GETTING RECRUITED BECAUSE THE COACH OF MY TRAVEL BALL TEAM IS NOT DOING HER/HIS JOB TO GET ME
RECRUITED. Her/His sole responsibility is not to get you recruited; their job is to make you the best softball player you can be. You must
take charge by finding the right schools for you and then market yourself. Your coach’s job is to facilitate and provide additional feedback
to college coaches. Most college coaches would prefer to speak/correspond with you instead of your parents or coaches.
HYPOTHESIS: THE EASIEST WAY I FOUND TO SEND MY SKILLS VIDEO TO COLLEGE COACHES IS BY UPLOADING IT TO YOU TUBE AND
SENDING THE LINK VIA EMAIL. The best way to get in front of every college coach you would like to play for is by creating a brief (no
longer than five minutes) skills video. You can send coaches a DVD, but it is not necessary. You and your family/coaches can shoot a video,
upload it to YouTube or another site and send the link in an email. You should keep it short, simple and show your strengths. For example,
if you are a pitcher and do not yet throw your change-up well, you do not have to put it on the video. Also, it is not necessary to pay for
a video editing service. You can do it yourself.
HYPOTHESIS: IN ORDER TO BE RECRUITED, I NEED TO INVEST IN A RECRUITING SERVICE. While recruiting services can help some
athletes get recruited, it is NOT necessary. You can research the right kinds of schools for you and communicate directly with those schools.
Coaches would rather hear from you.
HYPOTHESIS: I WOULD LOVE A “FULL RIDE” SCHOLARSHIP TO PLAY SOFTBALL BUT THE SCHOOLS I AM LOOKING AT DO NOT OFFER
ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS. This is true for some schools. For example, Ivy League schools and Division III schools cannot offer athletic
scholarships. Furthermore, schools that can offer scholarships may only have a few. A fully-funded Division I softball program has 12
scholarships that they can divide amongst the team. Often, coaches split up the scholarships, giving part to one player and the other
part to another player. Another component to researching schools is investigating their financial aid programs. Numerous schools offer
competitive aid packages and academic scholarships that can offset college costs. Your first priority should be attending college; the
second priority is to play softball. Finding funding through scholarships or financial aid is an important part of the process.

MYTH

HYPOTHESIS: MY CHANCES OF BEING RECRUITED ARE SMALLER BECAUSE MY TRAVEL BALL TEAM IS WEAK AND WE LACK GOOD
EXPOSURE. While some travel ball teams are well known, that is not the most important factor. If you market yourself and get your name
out there to the schools that are a good fit for you, those coaches will try and see you play, regardless of what team you play on. Most
college coaches go to tournaments to watch the players that have taken the time to write them.

FACT MYTH FACT MYTH FACT

HYPOTHESIS: WHILE ON CAMPUS FOR A CAMP, CLINIC OR ON AN UNOFFICIAL VISIT, I CAN TALK TO THE COACHES ABOUT ANYTHING,
INCLUDING RECRUITING QUESTIONS. Yes, if you are on campus, coaches can answer any questions you may have. One helpful hint:
coaches prefer to know when you are coming to campus, rather than just “dropping by,” especially because certain times of the year are
deemed a ‘dead period’ by the NCAA and recruits cannot have contact with college coaches on their campus.

MYTH

HYPOTHESIS: I DID NOT VERBAL BY MY SOPHOMORE YEAR…NOW IT IS TOO LATE! Not everyone commits to playing in college early.
Early verbals have become more prevalent in recent years, but many recruits still wait until their junior year to commit. Additionally,
not all schools, especially academically rigorous schools, can participate in early verbals. Some schools must see your standardized test
scores and grades through your junior year to see if you are eligible for admission. Committing early happens at some programs but not
all players at those schools must commit early. There are many opportunities to play in college. You do NOT have to be committed early
in order to play college softball. Do your best to find schools that will be a good fit for you both athletically and, more importantly,
academically. Lastly, if you do not get recruited out of high school, most schools offer a walk-on tryout. Contact the schools you have
been accepted to and see if they currently have walk-on players on the squad.

FACT MYTH FACT

HYPOTHESIS: THE SCHOOL OF MY DREAMS DOES NOT EVEN KNOW I EXIST. Have you emailed or mailed them anything? If not, they
probably do not know who you are…yet. Due to the vast number of softball players around the country, it is impossible for every college
coach to know each individual player. Therefore, it is imperative that you get your name out to those schools that are a good match for
you both academically and athletically.
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The ACT (American College Test) is accepted by all four-year
colleges and universities. The test is administered in four parts –
English, Math, Reading and Science Reasoning. An optional writing
test was added in 2005. Each of the four sections is scored on a
scale of 1-36. A student receives a score on each section, as well as
an overall score based on the average of those four scores. The ACT
is more popular in the Midwestern and Southern United States.

The SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Reasoning Test) is accepted by roughly 95
percent of all four-year colleges and universities. Many schools which
accept the SAT may require the ACT for course placement and rank. The SAT
is administered in three parts – Mathematics, Critical Reading and Writing.
Each of three sections is scored on a scale of 1-800. A student receives a
score on each section, as well as an overall score of potentially 2400. The
SAT is preferred on the East Coast and West Coast. However, many East Coast
and Northeast schools have shifted to desiring the ACT in the past 10 years.

Register for the test well in advance and plan your schedule accordingly. Each test is given about five times a year and can be taken at
various sites in most places.
Study for two weeks prior to taking the test. Reading vocabulary lists is a good start, and if you’re not in a math class now, work some
simple math problems as review.
Multiple books exist for ACT and SAT prep, and they typically include old tests. It’s a good idea to take as many as possible. (Students
who score well typically take a minimum of two practice tests before taking the test for real.) Take one untimed so you can learn the
format and take the second timed (the tests are about 3-1/2 hours).
You can take both tests as often as you want. The average college freshman has taken the ACT or SAT about twice. If you are a
sophomore, you should take one of the tests. Since scholarship money hangs in the balance, there is no penalty to take the test more
than once to try and earn a higher score.
Some schools do combined scoring on the ACT. That means they’ll accept different scores on each sub-session. So if you make a 35 on the
English section the first time and then take it again and make a 31 on English but a 35 on Reading, they’ll take the best score from each section,
regardless of when you took the test. So the average score of all four sections increases exponentially. Make sure you submit all your scores.
Approach the standardized test as you would any other major event. Get a good night’s rest, arrive at least 30 minutes early so you’re not
stressed, and eat a healthy meal before entering. Sit in the front of the room and pay attention to all instructions.
Check to see which materials may be taken into the test. Calculators are allowed, and the test center will provide scratch paper. Wear a
watch with a timer to keep an eye on time left in each section.
While taking the test, work at a brisk, steady pace. Then when the time is drawing to an end, guess at the remaining answers. All
questions are multiple choice, so it is better to guess and miss than leave a question blank.
Test scores will be mailed within four to six weeks of the test being completed, and you will be able to submit your scores to three
colleges you choose. If you like your score, you can pay to send it to more schools.

Work hard and prepare accordingly. If you do the right things before, you’ll be happy with your scores.

RECRUITING

WRITE A

College coaches receive
countless letters and emails
from recruits, and they have
limited time to respond. Make
sure you are writing a letter
that tells them everything
they need to know
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As social networking sites grow increasingly pervasive today, more employers are
utilizing them to screen potential employees. With this in mind, TR wanted to see if
social networking has impacted the college recruiting process, and if so, how coaches
were using it. What we found out might surprise you, and why it might be
a good idea for you to think about what your online profile might be saying about you.

Brian Levin, University of Missouri-St. Louis

Jason Miner, Lyon College

We have really just started to use social networking to keep alumni and
followers up to date. From a recruiting aspect, I will check a recruit’s
Facebook; it really gives me a brief snapshot of a person’s character. This
year, I was on the fence as to whether to offer a scholarship to a recruit and
her Facebook did not portray the type of person that I want in this program.
Consequently, I passed on the offer. Recruits need to be aware of what they
put on the internet; it is a direct reflection of the core values they hold on to.

I actually don’t use Facebook a whole lot in recruiting.
However, my players do use it after becoming friends
with potential recruits; they tell me if they think the
recruit will fit in with our team. So much is posted on
sites that they are able to tell how much a girl parties
or whether they think the recruit will be able to handle
the transition to an academic institution like ours.

Ben Tyree, Trevecca Nazarene University

Mandy Harris, Lynn University

I do use Facebook... it provides the opportunity for a
recruit to sell herself as to what is important in her life.
Social networking is changing the way we recruit in that
we are able to follow the activities of a recruit whether
we are making contact with them personally or not and
still able to find out what’s important to them. It’s just
another way to keep up with the evaluation process.

A little food for thought for athletes trying to be recruited... Whatever they post
can be seen by anyone, even if they think it’s only their friends or if they delete
it. The pictures they post, the comments they make and the language they use are
important! Coaches can see those things and make a decision to offer or not offer a
scholarship. College athletic departments are monitoring their current athletes’ pages,
and there are penalties for inappropriate pictures, language, etc. What they post can
affect their future and I don’t think many athletes or their parents understand that.

So, what does your Facebook profile say about you?
It might say more than you think. You’ve probably
spent a lot of time thinking about how you want to
perform in front of that college coach at your game
or how you want to present yourself when you are
visiting college campuses. The recruiting process
really is a kind of job interview and you should
respect it as such. What you may not realize is that
your reputation may precede you… and that you
might have already made an impression long before
a prospective coach has had the chance to meet you
in person or see you play based on what they can see
in your online profile. Here are some tips on how to
make your online profile create a positive impression:

RECRUITING

q The Headline Test – Would you want that comment or picture posted on the front
page of your local newspaper?
q The Family Test – Is that comment or picture something that I would be ok having my
parents see? My grandparents see?
q Photos – Check your profile picture/photo albums: are the pictures on your page of
activities that might be sending out a bad impression?
q Wall posts & comments – While all of the comments might not be yours, are they
reflective of comments that you would want associated with you?
If you answered no to one or more of these tests, your online profile might be sending up
a red flag to college coaches. While you can lock down many of these settings from public
view, it is important to realize that these settings are not 100% able to protect you. So
think twice before you post and consider if it is worth the risk of changing the interest
level of a coach. It might just be a better choice to avoid posting it in the first place.
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Welcome to

yo' time & money 101

There are some things you can only learn through experience, but we’re gonna help you
out on this one. Your time and your money are two of the most important things you have
in college and life - learn how to take care of both of them...
by charity butler, exceed sports
1. Rather than trying to manage time, learn to manage yourself.
2. ACTIVITY does not equal ACHIEVEMENT! In other words, being busy does not mean we are accomplishing anything. We must do
more than simply work hard; we must also learn to work smart.

3. If it is important, you should be able to make time to do it!
4. The first step to better managing your time is pinpointing your black holes. Black holes are those activities that eat your time
# hours you sleep each night
# hours spent eating each day
(including prep & cleanup)

x 7 =
x 7 =

# hours you spend on hygiene
and grooming each day
x 7 =
# hours you are in school per week
# hours in practice and competition
# hours you spend in REGULARLY scheduled
events or meetings (clubs, church, etc.)
# hours you spend socializing (phone, internet)
and other fun stuff(tv, games, hanging out)
travel time each weekday
x 5 =
travel time each weekend DAY
x 2 =

total

into unproductive nothingness. Do you spend too much time watching
TV, scanning Facebook or talking on the phone? This time survey should help. Don’t fudge
your numbers. Honest answers will benefit you the most.
⌚ Are there areas not listed where you spend a great deal of your time?
⌚ Where do you spend too much time?
⌚ What areas do you think need more time?
⌚ How can you rearrange to start using your time more effectively?

Ô

Quick tip: 10 Minute Strategy
Do you have a project or task you have been putting off? Does it seem so big that you do
not even know where to begin? It could be a school project, a dreaded chore, a thoughtful
gift or a great idea.

1. Write “it” down. Whatever “it” is that seems too big to attack, write that task
somewhere, so you will see it every day.

168 hours in 1 week
extra hours each week

2. Begin by working on this task for just 10 minutes each day.
3. Once you get started, you will see how easy it can be to make some serious progress.
4. Then, just keep working… 10 minutes at a time!

IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT THE SECRET TO WEALTH IS NOT HAVING MORE… BUT WANTING LESS. PROFOUND, ISN’T IT?! WELL, AS STUDENTS,
MANY TIMES THE LUXURY OF HAVING MORE IS SIMPLY NOT AN OPTION. SO, WE MUST LEARN TO EFFECTIVELY MANAGE WHAT WE DO HAVE.

Be a Budgeter, Baby!
Having a system can make all the difference. Try the suggestion below:
$$ Only purchase gas, groceries and personal/household necessities
using your credit card.
$$ Use checks to pay reoccurring monthly bills and expenses.
$$ Set a cash allowance each month reserved for eating out, shopping,
or other entertainment. Pull this cash from your account at the
beginning of each month. At the end of the month, if you are low
on cash, then do not go out!

This little plan will allow you to:

$$ Use a credit card regularly (building a credit history for the future).
$$ See very easily what you are spending. The only amounts that
should come out of your checking account should be checks you
write for bills (including your credit card bill) and then your monthly
cash allowance.
$$ Balance your checkbook quickly and easily.
Charity Butler played softball at Southern Miss and then launched a
professional softball career that has taken her across the U.S. and literally
around the world. She is respected nationally and internationally as a life
coach, softball instructor, writer and speaker. More time management tips
and other preparation essentials can be found in Butler’s Prep Steps™ 31 day
guide to success for female Student-Athletes, sold at www.nfca.org. For more
information, visit exceed-sports.com or email Butler
at admin@exceed-sports.com.

COLLEGE LIFE

Are you a Credit Card Critic?
How do credit cards really work? Just for the record, “plastic” is not
money. When you use a credit card, you must be able to actually
pay for whatever purchases you are making. Check out this real
life situation: A $350 purse is on sale for $300. What a deal! You
simply cannot live without this accessorizing addition to your
wardrobe. However, you do not have the cash for the purse. You
do have a credit card and are sure you can pay the $10 minimum
payment each month. Purchasing an item that is outside of your
current budget is no big deal, right? WRONG! If you have a 20
percent interest rate and pay a $10 minimum payment each month
on your $300 purchase, it will take you almost 3.5 years to pay
off your purse. What’s worse, in the end you will pay over $400,
so that $50 you saved was a complete waste. Remember, there is
always an additional cost (called interest) when borrowing money.
Now, change that $300 purchase to a string of purchases that
equals $3,000… a meal out here, a movie there, several shirts and
a purse or two… it adds up fast. Because of the cost of interest,
you can pay a $10 minimum payment every month for more than 30
years and still not pay off your $3,000 debt. If at all possible, you
should never make a purchase on a credit card that you know
you will not be able to pay in full at the end of each month.

5

things
I

wish I knew a
year ago...

Dayna White (C/OF) (With help from Nicolette Sinagra
and Lauren Alexander)
Molloy (NCAA DII)
·Even
·
if you started on your high school team, you are not guaranteed a spot. Therefore, you must push yourself to work your
hardest and reach your full potential.
·It
· is your responsibility to be on top of all your schoolwork, attend all classes, and complete all class assignments/homework.
Your professors won’t care whether you pass or fail and will not
push you to do the work, therefore your grades in the classroom
reflect how determined you are to succeed academically.
·Time
·
management is key. You should find the healthy balance
between school work/studying, practice/games, work (if
you have a job), and time for family and friends.
·You
·
are a student-athlete, this means that your
performance in the classroom, should be the same
level, if not above what you give on the field.
·Your
·
team is your second family. Not only do you
rely on and learn from them but, they will also
rely on you.

Catelyn Gibbs (IF)
Hendrix (NCAA DIII)
·You
·
live for the 75 percent off sale, and the best part of your
week is the free burrito because Taco Bell messed up.
·So
· you graduated in the top 10... exactly; AND so
did everyone else!
·The
· best Christmas gift is a restaurant gift card.
·Your
·
best friend is Vitamin C.
·Live
·
life in the moment, and enjoy every minute
of it. You only have four more years to, so milk it for
all it’s worth.

Mackenzie Sherlock (P)
Tompkins-Cortland CC (NJCAA)

·I· wish I had known how to be more independent. When you’re
away from home and family it can be tough, especially before you
make new friends.
·I· wish I had practiced managing my time better.
·I· wish I had worked harder in the classroom in high school so it
would be easier to do the work in college. I didn’t come in with
as good a work ethic as I needed to succeed in college.
·I· wish I realized how significant the step up would be in terms of
competition on the softball field. You are now playing with the best of the best, and not only from
your immediate area.
·I· wish, as a pitcher, that I had known how to locate my pitches better. In high school you can
miss your spot, but in college ball the hitters
will take advantage of your mistakes.

We asked five freshmen just
BEGINNING their first college
season across the country
for the top five things
they wish they knew
entering college last fall

Courtney Ceo (IF)
Oregon (ncaa dI)

·I· learned right away in the fall season that both as a student and
an athlete you don’t learn only from your teachers or coaches.
You can learn from anyone – classmate/teammates – and to
always look for learning opportunities.
·I· always knew that to go to college you need good grades. What
I didn’t realize was that once I got there, it was going to be
harder to get the same grades that I got in high school. The work
doesn’t get easier, it gets harder, and there’s more of it... a lot
more of it.
·I· wish I knew this earlier since it’s not how long you practice
but the quality of repetitions you put in with the time you have.
When you practice, it’s about doing things the right way, even
if it’s hard at first. Keep working on it, and eventually it will
become routine.
·In
· life there are things you want to do and things you need to
do. The things you need to do are your priorities. With
the busy schedules of a student-athlete and living
on your own, personal responsibility becomes
important.
·It
· is OK to make mistakes as long as you understand what you did wrong and use your newly
learned information to create a better opportunity for yourself in the future. Failing is what
makes us tougher and stronger than before.

Marshean August (OF)
California Baptist (NAIA)
·I· wish I knew as a travel ball player that college ball was more
a job instead of just playing sport. The expectations of a college
ball coach are greater than that of a travel ball coach.
·Softball
·
in college takes much more conditioning than you are
used to.
·College
·
ball comes with daily hard work, dedication and consistency; it’s not like travel ball where you are expected to practice
once a week and play six to seven games on the weekend.
·Most
·
college coaches are full-time, where as most travel ball
coaches are either volunteers or part-time. As a result, most
college coaches have a broader knowledge base,
so acting like a sponge around your coaches
can make you a better player and a starting
player.
·College
·
softball girls are very competitive,
so competitive that to earn a starting
position means you have to continuously
be above the other players around you to
stand out.
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It is critical to know what they are.
Know what’s causing you stress and write them down. Then, on that list, circle the
things you have COMPLETE control over. Focus on those. Let the rest go. The
longer you carry the uncontrollables, the harder it gets to stay afloat. Your
I spent some time working
boat will suddenly feel a lot lighter when you let them go. So about
with a pro baseball player a
carrying your own stuff? This is imperative. Don’t let mom or dad
couple years ago who will always
or coach or another teammate tote your belongings for you.
be a reminder of this. He called me
Carry your own stuff, both physically and emotionally.
one day before a spring training game
Coaches look for players who are self-sufficient.
It’s there, even if you
and asked for some words of motivation.
This doesn’t mean you don’t need your
haven’t found it yet. It exists
I asked, “Why do you play baseball, Matt?”
teammates, coaches or parents. This
in all of us. Confident players
He answered without hesitation: “Because I love
means you can take care of your
play with less walls up, less fear
it.” “So today, like every day, you play for Love of
CTC’s and… you don’t need
of failure, and less apologizing for
the Game,” I responded. It stuck. Right then, my “five
someone else to carry
making mistakes. That ability is in
words” idea was born. For Love of the Game became a
your bag.
you if you don’t feel it yet. You just
mantra for many of my clients and teams that I have worked
have to dig a little sometimes to find it.
with over the years. Just like Matt, ask yourself sometimes why
So where do you start? Let’s find all the
you play. Make sure it’s not for mom or dad, or just because you
reasons you have to be confident. There are
are trying to get a scholarship to pay for college. While those are good
plenty. I promise.
byproducts and motivators, they are not what will help you up when you
make a critical error. Or what will push you to take extra swings before the
game tomorrow. Or what drives you to run the extra sprint. Play with “heart”
Number your paper from 1-10. On top of that
in every way possible, and you will start to see that you play more freely.
column, write “My Strengths.” Beside each number,
write one thing that you are good at, a strength as
a softball player. These can be physical, emotional
Create a “FLOTG” (For Love of the Game) Journal. Find a clean notebook
or mental. They can be how vocal you are, how well
and have fun decorating it with pictures, words, anything that you can
you bunt to third base, how you make your teammates
cut out of magazines or things you can draw yourself. Use markers,
comfortable around you. Time yourself. See if you can
crayons, anything that reminds you of being a small kid again, the one
write 10 in 4 minutes. This should not be hard. If it
that loved to play. Make it you. Then use that to draw pictures, write
is, open your mind and think beyond the big things.
words, and continue to build a story of your softball career in your
Think about the little things you do well. Everyone can
journal. When you have a good day, jot it down. Write your objectives,
find 10 things if they think. The problem is, we don’t
your thoughts, your dreams, all of it. Draw what it looks like, what it
often want to talk about ourselves because we feel like
feels like. Most important: Try to keep it as positive as you can. If
we are bragging. Let that go and just write. Feel good
you have a bad day, open it up and look at all the good thoughts
about yourself for four minutes. Brag. Accept that you have
and feelings you have collected over the year. This helps remind you
strengths. Then, all of a sudden those feelings become a
why you play. Your love of the game will be evident. It makes those
habit. Good competitive athletes get better at this as they
0-for-3 days seem a little more manageable, and makes you want
go along. This is a good habit to create.
to get back out there tomorrow to do it all again.

the mental game

the mental game
THINGS CHAMPIONS KNOW
THAT YOU DON’T
WORLD, NATIONAL AND STATE CHAMPIONS KNOW THINGS
THAT MOST COMPETITORS DON’T
by Brian Cain
YOUR TIME IS NOW

The time is now, the place is here. The only
factor that is the same amongst all softball
players in the country is that they have
86,000 seconds in a day to either spend or
INVEST in the development of their potential.
Maximize your time management and priority
management skills and you will get the most
our of your days.

FORCE YOURSELF TO ACT DIFFERENT
THAN HOW YOU FEEL

It is a lot easier to act yourself into feeling than
it is to wait around and feel yourself into action.
So if you are not confident, that is OK, just act
confident. If you are scared, that’s ok, just act
courageous. If you don’t feel like going to practice
today, that is OK, just act like you want to and you
will find the energy to have a great practice. Always
remember, fake it till you make it.

MOTIVATION IS A DAILY DECISION

WHAT’S IMPORTANT NOW

To stay motivated, you’ve got to surround
yourself with things that motivate you. You
want to advertise to yourself on a daily
basis with vision boards, photos of your next
opponent, quotes or goals written on your
bathroom mirror with a dry erase marker and
by reading a little from good books.

What are you going to do today to get better?
Throughout each day there are going to be
distractions, fish hooks that rip you out of the
water while you are searching for your goals, but
you must get back in the moment. Winning is an
end result that takes care of itself if you win the
moment. You win the moment by playing one pitch
at a time.

LOSING IS NOT AN OPTION

CHAMPIONS ARE MADE, THEY’RE NOT BORN

World champions know that losing is not an
option, it’s essential. You’re going to lose
because you’re competing against the best
teams possible; in a game like softball the best
team never wins, it is always the team that
plays the best. As you get higher and higher
in levels of competition, talent and physical
skill means less and less because everyone has
got it. Learn from losing and leave it behind.
Failure is positive feedback.

Very few people are truly committed to the pursuit
of excellence. Get used to looking yourself in the
mirror, and answering to yourself. Other people are
going to tell you you can’t do it. Or even worse,
you may be surrounded by a bunch of people who
tell you that you’re the best when you are really
quite average. If you want to be great in this game
remember that champions know it doesn’t matter
what people think because champions are made –
they’re developed, not born – and ANYONE can be a
champion if they are committed.

CONFIDENCE IS A CHOICE

BONUS!

Do you respond with confidence in all
situations? Remember confidence is a choice.
You see, champions don’t wake up one day
and say, “Mmm, well the sun and the moon
and the stars are all lined up today, so I will
be confident”. Champions make the choice
everyday to jump out of bed and be confident.

ACE

ACE stands for Acting Changes
Everything. Champions understand that
they’re not athletes, they’re actors. As a
softball player you must learn how to act
after a strikeout or a mistake so that you
keep your confidence high. Softball is a
game of failure and learning how to act
after failure is key.
STOP COUNTING DOWN THE DAYS,
START MAKING THOSE DAYS COUNT

Even though champions set long-term
goals, each day they commit 100 percent
to that day’s goal, to the here and now.
They live for today and get the most out
of today because they know their career
and life will be the sum of their todays.

WHAT WILL OTHER PEOPLE THINK?

There are five deadly words that if you
say them or believe them you will crush
your performance as a softball player.
Those five deadly words are, “What will
other people think?”

The 11th thing that world champions know that
you don’t is the Opponent Is You. Your toughest
opponent in life will be to master yourself. And
once you become a master of the mental game, you
give yourself the best chance to become a world
champion.

Brian Cain is one of the most sought after sports psychologists in the world. He is the sport psychology coach
for the Alabama softball program as well as other college, high school and youth softball organizations around
the country. He has worked with numerous world champions in MMA, the Olympic Games, MLB, the NHL and
in the NFL. If you really want to master the mental game, pick up Cain’s new book Toilets, Bricks, Fish Hooks
and PRIDE: The Peak Performance Toolbox Exposed. Please visit www.briancain.com and sign up for his free
newsletter or you can email cain at brian@briancain.com. Here’s to you becoming a master of the mental game.
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You Don’t
Have To Be
To Be a Good
Baserunner
by Tim Walton, Head Coach, Florida

Scoring from 2nd

• Try to score from second base (rather than just
trying to advance to third).
• Know the situation and where the outfield is playing
at all times. Check outfield depths before the pitch.
• When a hit ball is either a potential home run or
a ball in the outfield gaps, where the outfielders’
backs are to the runner, get off second base as far
as you can while watching the ball to help you score
more easily. If the outfielder makes an unbelievable
catch, hustle back to second base.
• When the ball is hit softly between the infielder
and outfielder, get to a safe point where you can
advance to third safely or get back to second base
safely if the ball is caught.
• When to tag? When you are in doubt if the ball is
fair or foul, tag. If the ball is hit deep enough and
you think you are fast enough, tag. If you know
the outfielder is going to catch the ball and you
feel you can advance to third, then tag. A good
rule of thumb is that typically you are more apt to
tag from right field than any other field.
• With two outs, get your foot on the right corner
closest to left center side of second base to cut
down the angle to third base; this helps you cut
down your turn width when heading to home.
• Keep your hips open. Do not shut down your feet
too early here, especially on a ball in the dirt.

Scoring from 3rd
• It is impossible to score runs with your foot
stuck on third base. Be aggressive.
• Coach/player communication is vital to limiting
mistakes. Make sure you know your coach’s
terminology and what they’re thinking.
• Many runners are taught the “softball slide.”
The softball slide is where you run 63 feet and
touch the back corner of the plate with your
hand when there wasn’t even a play being made
on you. Instead, run 60 feet and adjust to what
the catcher does.

INSTRUCTION

I am always looking at ways in which we can
get better, and the place I always come back to
is baserunning. In my opinion, baserunning
is one of our games’ weakest skills, and I
believe we should be working on it every day.
The way I teach baserunning is through past
experiences, good or bad. I have a common
sense approach that I wholeheartedly believe
in. Here’s a list of ideas that I emphasize
with my Gators, and they should help you, no
matter what your speed...

1st base

(getting into scoring position)
• Concerning the Rocker versus Sprinter start, I
believe you have to find what works for you.
Rocker start = left foot on the base, right foot
behind the base. Sprinter start = left foot in front
of the right foot on the base, using the base as
a starting block.
• When getting your lead, make sure your eyes are
always looking at the pitcher and catcher and
make sure your feet never stop while going from
a lead to your break point.
• Never run into an out, but don’t be passive either.
• When a ball is hit behind you, it is important to
pick up the third base coach as soon as possible.
When a ball is hit in front of you (where you can
see it) in the outfield, make your own decision
on whether or not to go to third base.
• Be instinctive on a pitched ball in the dirt. Being
able to advance on a ball in the dirt is a LOST ART.

Out of the box

• When you hit a ball in the infield, make sure you hit the
front closest edge of first base, and make sure your head
goes down to see contact with whatever foot you’re in
stride with when running through first base.
• Don’t ever jump to first base. Don’t ever dive into first
base unless you’re trying to avoid a tag.
• When you hit a ball out of the infield, get your angle to
second base out of the box as early as possible. Hit the
front left corner with your stride foot to create a better
angle heading to second base. Make your turn as big as
possible relative to where the ball is hit on the field.
• Never lose sight of the ball after you make your turn
as you head back to first base unless the play is being
made on you.

To get better at baserunning, you have to
admit you’re not as good as you would like
to be. Everyone makes mistakes. Admit
that you are making mistakes and fix them.
Work on your baserunning every day!

4

TIPS...

instruction

by John Tschida, University of St. Thomas
Tim Walton, Florida
and Mike Candrea, Arizona

on How To Hit the Rise Ball
1 Keep your hands above the pitch – otherwise the pitch is out of the strike zone
or your swing is too long
2 Paint a mental ceiling for the pitch. At some point between the pitcher and the
catcher, the pitch will “tell” you if it is a rise ball in the zone or out of the zone...
Know that point! Every pitcher is different and so is the reference point.
3 Hit where the ball is GOING to be, not where the ball IS! This requires knowing
how much movement the pitcher really does have. This is gained by gathering data
while you are on the bench, in the hole, on deck and finally at the plate.
4 Match the plane of the bat with the plane of the pitch by being short to the
zone, but long through it. The zone is not the strike zone, but the path the ball
travels through the strike zone.

on How To Hit
the CURVE Ball
1 For a right-handed hitter let the ball get deep
and drive the ball to right center. The key to
hitting the ball to the opposite field is not
letting your hands get away from
your body.
2 If you feel like you can’t wait
on the outside curve ball, move up in the batter’s
box and get the ball before it breaks (beware of
the faster speed).
3 If you feel like the speed of the curve ball is
too much, move back in the batter’s box to allow
for more time (beware of the called third strike or
hitting the ball foul).
4 To hit the RH curve ball for a left-handed batter,
go and get the break and let the ball pull itself.

on How To INCREASE BAT SPEED
1 Develop a mechanically sound swing that will flow with good timing.
Rotating with your hips is one thing, but if the rotation is complete before
the hands come through, you’ve got bad timing with those great mechanics.
A swing that looks effortless but has power is typically one with great
timing.
2 Alternate using heavy and light bats along with your regular weighted
bat within your workouts.
3 Strengthen your core with functional workouts that combine that tie in
the upper and lower body.
4 Do drills that require you to be quick (drop ball drill, over-speed pitching
machine, etc.) and then learn to stay relaxed while being powerful.

on How To Hit the DROP Ball
1 The first is your ability to recognize the spin or shape of the drop ball to
identify the pitch early enough to make the adjustment.
2 Hitter should prepare for the up and in pitch and adjust down. Simply,
hitters adjust high to low, inside to outside, and fast to slow!!
3 To hit a drop ball, a hitter should create a steep bat angle at toe touch.
If the bat angle is too flat, it makes it very difficult to adjust to the drop.
4 Barrel is below your hands at contact... hit through a long zone!
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WAYS TO RESPECT THE GAME
SOFTBALL IS A LEARNING EXPERIENCE. HOWEVER, THE FASTER YOU
CAN LEARN AND APPLY THE BASICS, THE FASTER YOU CAN MOVE TO MORE
SOPHISTICATED PARTS OF THE GAME. JUST REMEMBER, NO MATTER HOW
GOOD YOU GET, THE FUNDAMENTALS AND BASICS WILL ALWAYS APPLY...AND,
THEY WILL ALWAYS APPLY TO YOU. HERE ARE A FEW TO 'GROW ON'. ENJOY.

Apply yourself
to learn the
game, and to
learn from the
game. Always
be a “student
of the game.”
Use the lessons from the
game, the
season, or
your career to
life.

7

Acknowledge and appreciate every comment made to you as a player. If someone
says, “nice game,” acknowledge them with
a “thank you.” Do this even if you do not
agree with their assessment. Be thankful
for constructive criticism. If the criticism
is from someone not in charge of coaching
you, thank them for their comments and politely excuse yourself from the conversation.

Show respect for all others in the game by
showing respect for yourself. Have a professional attitude. Know the rules. Assist
others. Refuse unethical, unprofessional,
or elitist or sexist behavior. Apply this to
yourself as well as others. Stand up for
yourself. Take responsibility for yourself
and your performance. Do not blame others for your failures. Do not allow others
to make excuses for you. Respect all team
members, coaches, umpires, and fans and
treat them as you would like to be treated.

5
3 9

Stay sound in mind and body to perform to the best of your ability. Find
levels of competition that fit your
interest and abilities. Eat and sleep
well. Train to improve your fitness
and skill levels at all times.

10

When you travel, be aware
of other passengers. Throw
away your lunch or snack
trash. Keep your conversations at a reasonable volume
that does not annoy or interrupt others. Replace chairs,
tables, or other furniture
that you may have moved
to accommodate your team.
Unplug your techie stuff and
plug in to people.

Be ready for your practice and workouts.
Clean your ball bag and equipment after
each practice. Shine your shoes. Keep a ball
secured in your glove to prolong the life
of the leather as well as the pocket. Clean
your bat, glove, and any other gear as
recommended by the manufacturer. Make it
a routine and habit to keep your gear, uniforms and other clothing neat, clean and
sharp at all times. Tuck in your shirt. Thank
your coaches and teammates, especially
when they throw you a batting practice.
Appreciate their efforts.

INSTRUCTION

2

1

4

8

BY LINDA
WELLS,
PRESIDENT
WELLS
SPORTS
CORP.

Communicate your practice and competitive
schedule with your parents, relatives, and
friends. Announce your games to them in time
for them to make arrangements to watch you
play. Thank them, always, for coming. Introduce
them to your coach and teammates whenever
appropriate.

6

Commit to yourself, your
team, your coach and your
school. Understand the responsibilities of a commitment and keep any and all
commitments. If you wish
to play for another team,
change teams when
it is
appropriate and do
not have conversations that are negative to any player,
team, or coach.
Simply make your
own decisions and
meet your own
responsibilities as
a player.

Give back to the
game. Become a
coach, mentor,
teacher, or fan for
a younger player.
Remember to present
yourself as a player
and person that you would
hope would inspire others. Share experiences and
opportunities whenever
possible to help
others grow in
the game.

Prepare for each competition. Clean your
equipment and make sure you have any
and all items you may need for the competition. Have all of your own items with you.
Carry them on and off the field yourself.
Brush your teeth and comb your hair; take
a shower before the game. Leave the dugout
and field in the best possible condition. Do not
walk on the field or the home plate area, unless
it is necessary in the competition. Place your
helmet on its ear when not in use.

A

DIAMOND

BY MICHELLE LABELLA, NFCA

JESSICA MENDOZA
1: Playing left field, you have to have the best read
on the ball hit right at you, which means your drop
step must always be your FIRST reaction. This takes
time to make it reactionary in a game, so have someone hit balls right at you in practice so you can work
on reading and reacting FAST.
#2: Take PRIDE in OWNING THE FOUL LINE.
Best part about playing left field is knowing you can always go all out and dive for
balls that are foul. Have fun with that
and never let a ball drop foul again!

LF

CAITLIN
LOWE

SS

3B

The key to playing right field is getting a
good jump off of a swing. My favorite tip is
reminding all right fielders to take the first
step back on a line drive, but not
always is it going to be more
than one step. Many times you
will take one back and have to
hustle in on a mis-hit ball.

LAUREN
LAPPIN

CAT OSTERMAN

P

The most important part of pitching
is our wrist snap. It controls
speed, spin and direction of
the ball. It’s imperative we
snap our wrist and fingers
as hard as we can to get
the most into our pitch.

ANDREA DURAN

My tip would have to be to stay low
always work from the ground up, be
quick, stay present in the moment and
always tell yourself that the
ball is coming to you and
that you want the ball so
when those quick shots get
hit to you at third you are
ready for them.

FRANCESCA ENEA

CF RF
The best tool you can
have in CF is a great
drop step. Your first
step sets
the tone
for the
rest of the
play.

NATASHA WATLEY

As a shortstop you never want to be beat
laterally. Offensively I know if I can make a
defender have to move laterally I will have
better chances to be safe. So in a routine
situation I try to play as deep as the batter
allows me (according to their running speed)
and always think moving laterally first on a hit
ball, or trying to position myself
accordingly to the batter and/or
pitch before the pitch is thrown. I
know I can always come in on the
ball and hopefully throw someone
out on the run.

THE

D

NO MATTER WHAT YOUR
POSITION, ONE OF THESE TIPS
IS FOR YOU! ELEVATE YOUR
DEFENSIVE GAME WITH HELP
FROM THE DEFENDING NPF
CHAMPIONS, THE USSSA PRIDE

UN
O
R

MEGAN WILLIS

One way to shorten your ‘Pop Time’ is to make
your transfer (ball in glove to throwing hand)
as quick as possible! Your transfer should
happen by your ear. In order to do this: you
catch the ball, bring your glove directly to
your ear and your throwing hand
should meet your glove there to
make the transfer. This way there
is no wasted arm motion and you
get into your throwing position
much faster.

C

2B
Keep your feet wide, stay
low and play through the
ball with your feet and
glove. Make fluid
and continuous
movements as you
field, transfer, then
release the ball.

TONYA CALLAHAN

One tip I have for playing a corner position, whether it’s 1st base or 3rd base, is
to stay low to the ground with your knees
bent and your bottom down. As the ball is
approaching you, be sure to reach out for
the ball (you “go get the ball”) instead of
fielding it between your feet and “letting
the ball play you.” The longer you wait for
the ball to come to you, the better chance
the ball has to take bad hops and go past
you. So my tip is to stay low and move to
the ball. Watch the ball all the way
into your glove and not to just
take a “sneak peek” at it because
that is when the ball will pop up
and hit you in the face.

1B
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UNBELIEVABLE

as jessica mendoza prepares for
another summer of ball with the usssa pride,
her ability to focus remains her strongest asset
by parker griffith,

NFCA

MULTI-TASKING. It is a word that gets tossed around a lot these

days. When we think multi-tasking, images of driving, texting and putting on make-up
may come to mind. While multi-tasking and driving is always a bad idea, multi-tasking
in one’s life is a way to spread your talents over multiple areas while not
spreading yourself too thin at the same time. Good multi-taskers wear
many hats, but the true masters of multi-tasking always know when to
say “yes” to a new task and when to say “no.”
Over the past several years, Jessica Mendoza has slowly but surely
added multiple hats to her repertoire and has met each new challenge
with grace and poise. To her, managing several irons in the fire can
be mastered by a simple philosophy: “I always try to be the best I
can in what I am doing in that moment and shutting my brain
off to everything else.”
These days that may be easier said than done for Mendoza,
as she has quickly become one of the most recognizable faces
in softball. Although Mendoza has worked very hard to open
doors for herself, softball has also presented her with other
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“ I ALWAYS TRY TO BE

THE BEST I CAN

IN WHAT I AM DOING IN

THAT MOMENT

AND

SHUTTING MY BRAIN OFF TO
EVERYTHING ELSE.”
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opportunities she might not have otherwise
had. Whether it is speaking to Congress on
behalf of the Women’s Sports Foundation,
winning the NPF title with the USSSA Pride,
doing photo shoots for Louisville Slugger or
working as an on-air talent for ESPN, she always
manages to give her absolute best at whatever
she is doing. She knows by doing her best in
many areas she is helping open more doors for
the next generation of softball players,
However, the jobs she cherishes above all
are being a wife to husband Adam and a mom
to son Caleb. While Mendoza’s family these
days may be her husband and son, younger
players should also know that their roles in
their families are just as important. Families can
often provide a break from the hectic schedule
of everyday life whether you are 16 or 60 and
can bring support and fresh ways of looking at
even the most difficult of situations. However,
Mendoza admits that making time for family is
not always easy. “Making the most out of the
time I have with my family is very important to
me, so sometimes I have to change things up
and be creative.
“For example, I had a gym that I really liked,
but it was 30 minutes away so I switched to
one that was only five minutes away and has
activities for Caleb so I can bring him with me.
Another example is sometimes I want to go for
a run, but don’t want to or can’t leave Caleb
with a sitter, so I put him in a stroller and run
with him. He loves it; it is a great workout for
me because it is like running with weights and
it allows us to spend time together, which is
the most important thing.”
Another important step in Mendoza’s multi-
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tasking is learning not to live too regimented, even though she may have
several things on her agenda on any given day. “ Whatever I am doing I
try to be very much in that moment and I try not to rush things. In fact,
sometimes I get too much in the moment and I run late for the next
thing. I just think whatever you are doing, you have to focus solely on
that thing and block everything else out or else you are not giving it your
all.”
Mendoza admits that going all the time and being away from her family
can be draining. “There are moments when I get tired, but when the task
is done, I am refreshed by the result. When I am working at a camp or
clinic and a little girl comes up to me and gives me a hug, that makes
everything better and it lets me know that what I am doing has made a
difference and all my hard work and sacrifice has paid off.”
The roots to Mendoza’s success can be traced back to her playing days
at Stanford. Even as a freshman, Mendoza says she was diving for every
ball in practice and giving it her all. “The easy part is being told where
to go and what to do; the difference lies in how much you are giving to
each thing.” Using that philosophy, her hard work and dedication paid
dividends immediately, as she was not only a starter her freshman season,

but an All-American as well. Mendoza continued to use her hard work throughout her career to
earn All-American honors three more times and eventually a spot on the U.S. National Team
where she helped the Americans win countless competitions and two Olympic medals.
Mendoza’s balance was not only applied to the field as an upcoming player, but she also
used it to make one of the most important decisions of her life, one that has shaped her life
ever since – where to go to college.
“You have to look out for what is going to make you the happiest. You shouldn’t pick

“The EASY PART is being told
where to go and what to
do; the difference lies in
HOW MUCH YOU ARE
GIVING to each thing.”
a school because it is one of the top programs in the country or
because your friends are going there. You have to think about
your family and you have to realize that at the end of the day,
your degree is something you will carry with you through every
other stage of your life. You have to think to yourself ‘Living
in the moment right now is really cool,’ but then you have to
ask yourself ‘Will this still be as cool of a decision in five, 10 or
20 years?’ That is how you should approach picking the right
school for you.”
When all is said and done, Mendoza says the No. 1 key to
balancing different aspects of your life is just being yourself.
“You have to find out who you are and what you see for yourself,
then stay strong and confident and continue to be that person
that you ultimately see yourself as.”
In William Shakespeare’s Hamlet, the character Polonius says the
timeless quote, “This above all: to thine own self be true.” This
is a sentiment Mendoza has lived her life by and one that has
played an integral role in her success.
“To be successful, you do not have to fit in. You have
to understand that in order to rise above everyone else,
to be the cream of the crop, you have to be different.
Most importantly though, you have to make every
decision based on who you are, not what other
people want or think. If you always fit, in
you will never stand out.”
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Champion’s
CORNER
WHAT MAKES
A NATIONAL
CHAMPION? WE
CAUGHT UP
WITH THE 2010
CHAMPIONSHIP
COACHES IN
SEVERAL
DIVISIONS TO
FIND OUT...

NCAA
Division I
Champion

UCLA
HEAD COACH
KELLY INOUYE-PEREZ

WHAT IS A TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITY THAT HELPED BRING SUCCESS TO YOUR PROGRAM?
A very successful event is climbing a seven-foot wall as a team. Everyone has to get over the wall, which takes
strategy to figure out who goes first and who goes last. All are harnessed for safety in all drills.
HOW DOES YOUR TEAM MOTIVATE ITSELF SO IT PEAKS AT SEASON’S END?
We break the season down into segments spelling out B.R.U.I.N.S. We address each segment and what it
would take to be successful in each phase to produce a championship mentality.
B-” Build our foundation” in fall with weights and conditioning.
R-”Respect” the program over Christmas break and maintain fitness and mechanics.
U- “Unity phase” where we pull together and learn a lot about our team as we travel to tournaments.
I- “Ignite” the start of conference. Fresh start as we take on the most competitive conference in the game.
N- “Never let up” second round of conference and postseason is near and we have to continue to get better.
S- “Success” if we have learned as much as possible with a clear “team over self” mentality, we are ready for
success in the end.

NCAA
Division II
Champion

HAWAII-PACIFIC
HEAD COACH
BRYAN NAKASONE

WHAT ARE YOUR FITNESS REQUIREMENTS FOR AN INCOMING FRESHMAN?
We really don’t have any physical requirements for incoming players. Just bring
the right attitude and willingness to work.
WHAT ARE THREE ATTITUDES THAT YOU EXPECT YOUR ATHLETES TO BRING TO
PRACTICE EVERYDAY?
Our strategy is to “Prepare, Practice and Perform.” To reach these three P’s,
we first focus on the classroom and grades. Then we move on to physical
conditioning, which also includes mental toughness. During practice we emphasize
fundamentals and try to teach them to be students of the game. Our hope is that
they buy into the program and learn to love and enjoy the game.
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NCAA Division III Champion

EAST TEXAS BAPTIST

HEAD COACH JANAE SHIRLEY

WHAT ARE THREE THINGS THAT AN ATHLETE CAN DO
TO GET ON YOUR RECRUITING WATCH LIST?

1. Come to our camps – great opportunity for us to see them
2. Send video
3. Send travel and high school schedule
HOW IMPORTANT IS TEAM CHEMISTRY IN A CHAMPIONSHIP PROGRAM?

Team chemistry is one of the most important things in order to have a successful program. Knowing that you and your team are
all on the same page is important. This past year, without a doubt, team chemistry is what led to our success. The girls were willing
to buy in, get on the same page, and be there for each other, which ultimately led to a national championship. Individual success
went out the window and everyone accepted her role in order to win.

NAIA Champion

SIMON FRASER
HEAD COACH MIKE RENNEY

NAME THREE QUALITIES THAT YOU BELIEVE MAKE A GREAT PLAYER

1. Leadership – The athlete/leader brings the level of those around them
up a notch. They lead in all that they do, not by trying to lead, but by
exhibiting a personality that causes others to want to follow.
2. Hate to Lose – All athletes like to win, but the great athletes hate to
lose. These athletes are motivated beyond the norm to train harder and
longer than others to prevent “losing” from becoming an option.
3. Passion beyond just a desire to improve – These athletes are hungry and
always looking for ways to improve. They are truly students of the game.
WHAT MAKES YOUR TEAM REBOUND AFTER A BAD LOSS?

It starts and ends in practice with work ethic and investment. We want
our athletes to embrace the concept of “leaving it on the field.” If our
team knows we did all we could within our abilities and just didn’t get
the breaks or that we were beaten by a stronger opponent, then we try to
learn from the experience and improve for the next competition. We know
that there is no shame in a loss if we gave our all. However, if we know
that we got out-worked and out-hustled by the opponent, then we call it
a bad loss and our athletes pay a price for lack of productivity. We revisit
our work ethic and accept individual and team responsibility for the result
before looking forward to the next opportunity for redemption.

NJCAA-I Champion

MIAMI DADE

HEAD COACH CARLOS CARO
WHAT, IN YOUR OPINION, MAKES A GREAT HITTER?
A great hitter starts with great bat control and good
timing mechanics. Hitters have to work extremely hard to
be able to be on top of their game. They have to be able
to focus during their entire at bat, be patient, see the
ball all the way in, and react to a pitch over the plate. A
great hitter has to think “I am the ONE.”
TALK ABOUT AN OBSTACLE THAT
YOUR TEAM OVERCAME LAST SEASON
Last season we were thinking national championship
from day one and worked hard everyday to achieve that
goal. On our path to the championship, we lost a close
game at the Atlantic District versus Seminole State
that sent us to the loser’s bracket. On top of that, we
had lost one of our top athletes due to an ejection and
three-game suspension for not sliding at home plate.
One of my players came up to me at that point and said
“Don’t worry coach, I will pitch until my arm falls off.”
That was exactly what the team needed, and was a huge
momentum shift to see a leader emerge in those tough
times. Our team bounced back and beat Indian River and
on the following day beat Seminole two times for a ticket
to the national championship.
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NPF turns 20
NATIONAL PRO FASTPITCH celebrates its 20th an-

niversary this season. After several name changes and movement from city to city, the league is entering the new decade
with unprecedented player and fan support.
In 2011, the NPF will consist of four teams – Chicago
Bandits, USSSA Pride, Akron Racers and NPF Diamonds. Each
team will play 40 regular-season games. All four teams will
make postseason play in Sulphur, La. The championship event
will include three best-of-three series.
This season, the Bandits are moving into a brand new stadium in Rosemont, Ill., if construction goes as planned. The
Pride will play home games at various locations, including the
Osceola (Fla.) County Stadium. The Racers will play at Firestone Stadium in Akron, Ohio. The Diamonds will be traveling
this year, with headquarters based out of Nashville, Tenn.
In recent moves, the NPF established a Board of Advisors to advise the commissioner and team owners on certain
matters. The group includes several names from softball and
sports in general. The advisors include Cindy Bristow, Mike
Candrea, Jane Cowles, Sue Enquist, Jennie Finch, Billie Jean
King, John Kruk, Jessica Mendoza, Denise Michaels and Beth
Mowins.
One marketing success happened this past year when the
NPF held the “Back to School Tour.” A team of NPF stars
took on more than 20 different college teams in exhibition
contests during the fall season. This opportunity gave the
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FOUR TEAMS WILL BATTLE IT OUT
FOR THE 2011 CHAMPIONSHIP

college players an opportunity to compete against the
best, while exposing the league in new areas.
Each summer, the league is restocked with an amateur draft. By NCAA rule, an active college seniorathlete is not eligible to sign with her respective
franchise until the current college season
is over.
Former Alabama standout Charlotte Morgan was the top pick
in the 2010 draft. Morgan was
selected by eventual league
champion USSSA Pride.
Olympians now playing in
the league include MONICA
ABBOTT, who recently inked
a deal with the Bandits,
and Pride players Danielle
Lawrie (Canada), Kelly
Kretschman, Cat Osterman, Natasha Watley,
Lauren Lappin, Jessica
Mendoza, Andrea Duran
and Caitlin Lowe.
For more information about the NPF,
the league’s website
is profastpitch.com.
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HEART
OF A CHAMPION
SHANNA CHAPPELL ISN’T EXACTLY CERTAIN
when she and her teammates got the idea,
but she thinks it was some time during their
car wash.
Her Westview High softball team had just returned from a state playoff game against Carver
High School in Memphis. Westview stomped
Carver, but that wasn’t a big surprise.
Westview always stomped Carver. This was
the third year in a row.
Westview is a softball power from Martin,
Tenn. Carver is a financially strapped Memphis
city school.
But the Westview girls were impressed by the
spirit of the Carver team, and by the way they
got better every year.
The Carver players just couldn’t handle
Westview’s pitching, couldn’t

SOMETIMES WHAT IS MORE IMPORTANT
THAN WINS AND LOSSES IS TO GIVE BACK
TO THE GAME YOU LOVE...

BY GEOFF CALKINS, THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL

dream of catching up to balls flying in at 60
miles per hour.
Which brings us back to the car wash, and
to water sloshing everywhere, and to laughter,
and to ... well, here’s Chappell.
“It was just me and two or three other girls
who thought of it,” said Chappell. “I don’t
even remember who was all there. But as soon
as we thought of it, we knew it was the right
thing to do.”
T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T

Sportsmanship is dead. Nothing matters but
the W’s. You’ve heard this said, right?
Nobody gives a flip about other people any
longer. Just look at the world of politics. It’s
all anger and righteousness and looking out
for No. 1.
Small wonder Greg Lewis can’t stop telling
this story. He tells it to anyone who will
listen.
“Nobody can believe it,” said
Lewis. “Their mouths drop open.
They all say, ‘You’re kidding me.’”
Lewis is the softball coach at
Carver, which is not exactly a
glamorous job. The Carver girls
play extraordinarily well for a
city team, then they go out and
get crushed at state.
“We’ve lost to Westview the last
three years,” he said. “We just can’t
handle their pitching. In Memphis,
the teams we play, they just lob
it up there. When we play Westview, they’re throwing it up
there at 60 miles per hour.”
So Lewis measures
progress in increments,
in margin of losses and
in bats that actually
make contact with
balls.
“Three years ago,
we lost to them
15-0 in three innings. We foultipped one ball,”
he s a id. “ Tw o
y e a r s a go , w e
lost 12-0 in five
innings, but we
got one hit and hit
the ball three times.

Then, last year, we hit the ball four times and
scored a run. We lost 12-1 in five innings, but
it was the first time any team from our region
had ever scored a run in sectionals.”
To which the Westview girls could have said:
Hahahahahaha. You pathetic losers actually
count the number of foul balls?
But they didn’t. They were pretty darn impressed.
“Every year, they got better,” said Chappell.
“We were like, ‘How are you doing that?’” The
Carver girls and Westview girls got to talking.
Someone from Carver said that what they really
needed was a pitching machine. You know, to
simulate the speed. Lewis, the Carver coach,
had looked into buying one before.
“The ones I looked at were $1,500-$1,700,”
he said. “That was just a dream.”
Until the car wash, that is. When Chappell
and her friends decided they wanted to use their
money to buy Carver a pitching machine. They
didn’t want to throw themselves the best banquet ever. They didn’t want to buy themselves
spangly softball rings.
They wanted to buy a pitching machine for
a team they meet every year in the playoffs.
“It was totally the players’ idea,” said J.B.
Suiter, the Westview coach. “They came to me
and said it was something they wanted to do.”
So Suiter called Lewis, the Carver coach, to
ask if it would be OK.
“You want to do WHAT?” said Lewis, stunned.
A few weeks ago, the machine arrived.
Lewis still can’t believe it, sometimes. Sportsmanship is dead, remember? Nothing matters
but the W’s.
Except that’s not true. It has never been
true. If a softball team from Martin, Tenn.,
understands this, maybe there’s hope for the
rest of us.
Speaking of which, Lewis plans to assemble
his new machine in the next week or so. He
has already decided what he’s going to do next.
“I’m going to call the coach at Booker T.
Washington and see if they want to use our
machine,” he said.
“If Westview can do something like this for
their rivals, why can’t we do it for ours?”
The above article first appeared in the
September 20, 2010 edition of The
Commercial Appeal. Reprinted with permission
of the author.

Give a Little

Get a Lot

life

Is your schedule so jam-packed that you cringe
at the idea of adding volunteering to your plate?
Volunteering gives you the opportunity to learn
new skills, be part of your community, meet new friends, boost your career options, and develop new interests and hobbies. The
three high schoolers below have found a way to give back and have gained more than they ever could have imagined...

LINSEY BUTTON M Junior, Lafayette HS M St. Louis, Missouri
TAYLOR MCGOWAN
Senior, Bay Shore HS
Bay Shore, New York
Taylor volunteers her time by organizing
an event in her hometown called
Christmas Magic. Every year, Taylor and
other students from her school receive
hundreds of Christmas lists that small
children have addressed to “Santa.”
The lists are from children in shelters,
but Taylor helps make sure they get the
Christmas they deserve.
What is your favorite part of volunteering?
My favorite part of volunteering is
probably the memories that come along
with it. All through high school I have
been blessed with tons of memories that
will never leave my mind. Whether it be
shopping for three hours in Toys-R-Us
with my best friend or wrapping hundreds
of presents on a school night, or dressing
up in costumes and dancing with children
in shelters, or just getting closer with
other kids who volunteer at my school.
I would not change my experience for
anything.
Do you plan to continue to volunteer your
time during college?
I absolutely will continue to volunteer my
time all throughout college. Giving back
to your community is such a rewarding
feeling, and I would never want to give
that up. It is such an amazing feeling to
know that you are benefiting someone
other than yourself.

Linsey spends her summer and Saturday afternoons volunteering at Ranken Jordan, a Pediatric Specialty
Hospital in St. Louis. Linsey assists with patient rehabilitation, ages 5-20 years old, using occupational
therapy by entertaining them through games and activities.
What have you learned about yourself over the years through volunteering?
I have always loved working with kids, and I thought the activeness of physical therapy was something
I would enjoy because of all the sports I play. This opportunity has just reinforced those ideas and what
I eventually want to pursue in college. The kids I have worked with remind me all the time that hard work,
a great attitude, and perseverance do pay off.
What is your favorite part of volunteering?
When I notice improvement from one of the kids I have been working with. About a month after I started
at Ranken Jordan, a teenage boy came in who had just been paralyzed. I’ve worked with him most weeks
since then, and I can’t believe how much progress he has made. He beat me in Call of Duty the other day,
and he does things all the time just to make me laugh.

LAURYN CURRENS
Senior, Immaculate Heart Academy
Woodcliff Lake, New Jersey
Every Tuesday, Lauryn volunteers at the Valley Hospital in Ridgewood, NJ., in the Post Anesthesia
Care Unit. In the PACU, she assists with day-to-day operations including assisting the nurses,
bringing the patients to their rooms, delivering flowers and gifts, and working in the hospital’s
Pharmacy Department.
Why is it so important to you to find time to volunteer?
Because I am so blessed and fortunate. There are so many people who live around me who are
not as fortunate, so I feel as if it is my responsibility to help them. Also, I want to study premed in college, so volunteering at a hospital and in helping others allows me to obtain hands-on
experience. Volunteering is something I enjoy, and the payback is rewarding when I receive a thank
you or a smile.
What have you learned about yourself over the years through volunteering?
I have learned that I am a compassionate person who always puts the needs of others before
my own. Volunteering makes me appreciate what I have, and any amount of time can make the
difference in someone’s life. Volunteering has made me a better person.
What would you say to girls your age who want to volunteer but aren’t sure they have enough time?
There is always time to hang out with your friends or go to the movies or the mall. If you just set
aside time to help others, you will begin to notice that it will no longer be a chore, but it will be
something that you will want to do all the time. Volunteering can be as little as 15 minutes a day,
which can change someone else’s life and enrich yours.

Taylor
Linsey

Lauryn
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Michigan outfielder Bree Evans is just happy to
be playing the game a year after a horrible play
at the plate gave her a scare
by Michael Rothstein,
annarbor.com
BREE EVANS tugged on her Michigan softball practice
uniform. Nov. 4, 2009 was going to be a good day.
A little more than a month after a freak accident
in a game left her worried that she’d never walk
again, Evans stood.
She shuffled out to Oosterbaan Field house. No
crutches. No cane. Just a wobbly Bree.
She played catch. As the team worked out, she
stood next to her coach, Carol Hutchins, and made
an off-hand comment.
“When I get back, the running is going to be
horrible.”
For the first time, she acknowledged she wanted to
play softball again.
“I’m like, ‘She’s back,’” Hutchins said. “… I get
goose bumps remembering it. There was a question,
and I knew she had fears and all those things.
“That’s when I’m like, ‘She’s going to come back.’”
A PLAY AT THE PLATE How different this was than
Oct. 1, 2009, when no one was sure whether Evans
would walk again, let alone be able to run and play
softball.
Michigan State was facing Michigan at Wilpon
Softball Complex in a fall exhibition. Sophomore
outfielder Bree Evans was running toward home plate,
where Michigan State catcher Brett Williams was lined
up to the left side of the plate. Evans slid headfirst.
“I didn’t think it was going to be bad,” Evans said.
“I ran into a lot of catchers before.”
They collided. Evans ended up face down in front
of home plate. She stared, blankly, into the Michigan
dugout.
“I tapped her on the shoulder and she still didn’t
move,” Hutchins said. “I remember thinking, ‘Get.
Up.’ Then I looked up, and I think she’s out. By that,
I mean out.”
Michigan softball trainer Wil Turner instructed no
one to move Evans, then 19-years-old, and to call
an ambulance.
Evans wasn’t moving her lips, barely mumbling. The
words she forced out in a whisper hung in the air.
“I can’t feel my legs.”
A TOUGH PHONE CALL TO CALIFORNIA Michigan assistant coach Bonnie Tholl rode with Evans in the Huron Valley ambulance for the short drive to University
of Michigan Hospital. Evans’ fingers moved slightly
as she was loaded in. Evans remembers lights above
her and the emergency medical technician talking.
“I remember crying, like pouring my eyes out,”
Evans said. “It was the longest ride ever.”
Through the pain, Evans slightly moved her hands
and fingers.
Hutchins gathered her team in the small hallway
behind the Michigan dugout and instructed them to
not go to the hospital. First baseman Dorian Shaw
led them in prayer.
Hutchins collected her emotions and dialed Stephanie and Brian Evans in Bloomington, Calif. It was the
hardest phone call of her life.
“I didn’t want to call them and say, ‘Gee, I think

your kid’s paralyzed,’” Hutchins said. “But I
needed to let them know it could be fairly
serious.”
THE IMPORTANT QUESTION At the hospital,
doctors ordered MRIs, CAT scans, X-rays and
scissored her white No. 5 jersey off her.
Tholl stayed by Evans as doctors attached a
halo. She could barely speak. Her eyes darted
back and forth, staring at the emergency
room ceiling.
The hospital reached Stephanie Evans and
put a phone to Bree Evans’ ear. Evans tried
to talk. All she could say was the same thing.
“I can’t feel my legs.”
Evans waited to go into a two-hour long MRI and
started to move her arms.
“It was really slow,” Evans said. “Your arms feel like
they are 100 pounds.”
Evans tried to be tough. She declined pain pills.
Then she started to get headaches. The pain became
unbearable. She took morphine. She wanted to roll
on her side and vomit, but she couldn’t. She had to
lay still and not move her head or neck.
Eventually, teammates Molly Bausher and Amanda
Chidester showed up at the hospital. They brought
clothes, her cell phone and Evans’ favorite stuffed
animal – a zebra.
“She was laying completely still, completely straight, head in lock, everything,”
Chidester said. “Just there.”
Before the coaches left around 3 a.m.,
Hutchins wiped dirt, still on Evans from
when she slid into home, off her forehead.
“We had seen her move her leg a little bit,”
Tholl said. “In our minds, at least in my mind, we
left with some good news.”
Still, the most important question remained.
“You’re like, ‘Is she going to walk?’” Hutchins said.
PHYSICAL THERAPY AND TEAM SUPPORT Tholl woke
up Oct. 2, heard rain outside her home and for the
first time in her coaching career didn’t think about
coaching or recruiting or softball.
She thought about Bree.
At the hospital, Evans also woke and realized what
happened.
“I was awake,” Evans said. “And no one was there.”
Hutchins, Tholl and Chidester made it to the
hospital that morning. Doctors placed Evans in a
wheelchair and started the first of countless physical
therapy sessions.
Meanwhile, teammates brought food. Former
Michigan football coach Lloyd Carr visited. Evans
made progress in the hospital. She pushed herself.
She became proficient at one part of her therapy,
Nintendo Wii bowling.
Five days after the accident, a neurologist at the
hospital made the diagnosis. They couldn’t find any
damage to the spinal cord, which meant she would
eventually make a full recovery.
“I’m like ‘Really? Really?’” Hutchins said. “I couldn’t

understand
why, if
there was
no damage this
was how her body
was reacting. It was
in shock.
“He said, ‘I think
she’ll fully recover, but I
don’t know when. Everybody responds differently. It could take
days, it could take months, it could take
years.’”
On Oct. 8, 2009, Evans signed out of the
hospital on a day pass. In a wheelchair,
her parents took her to Briarwood Mall and
breakfast before the fall finale against Michigan
State where Michigan players received Big Ten
championship rings.
“It really sucked even knowing I had to go
back,” Evans said. “But I had to. I had no one
taking care of me.”
It’d be another week, Oct. 14, before Evans left
the hospital.
BACK ON CAMPUS Reality hit when she arrived
at the house she shared with Michigan’s senior
softball players. Unable to go to her basement
bedroom, she briefly traded rooms with senior
Maggie Viefhaus, who lived on the main floor.
For days she sat curled up on the blue-and-red
plaid couch in their living room. Going to the

What’s in
it for

ME ?

NFCA

The NFCA has some great benefits to offer youth players and their coaches, including some very
prestigious awards. You want to get noticed by college coaches? Let them know you're an NFCA AllAmerican or Scholar-Athlete Award Winner.
Have you had an outstanding season? Did you
make your all-region or all-state team? You deserve recognition for your achievements.
Open to all high school players whose coaches
are NFCA members, the All-American program
will give you the chance to join the ranks
of past high school All-Americans Natasha
Watley and Jessica Mendoza. For more
information, have your coach check out
the NFCA Web site at www.nfca.org, or
he or she can call us at 662/320-2155.
The nomination process happens in the
early summer, so have your coach join
the NFCA today!

bathroom took 15 minutes. Showering required a
special bench.
Trips to class required a bus to pick her up at home
and drop her off in front of the building.
“It was so awkward,” Evans said. “I came a little late
because the bus got me late... They were just staring
at me and I’m like, ‘Hello, I’m back.’”
She wanted to go home. Her parents were in California. Her fiancé, Ryan Moruzzi, was in college out there.
She wanted comfort.
“I never thought like I’m never going to come back
here and finish,” Evans said, her voice cracking slightly
at the memory. “Like maybe I could take off the semester and just go home for a little bit.”
Hutchins sensed Evans’ frustration. She heard the
pleas from Moruzzi, who stayed in Ann Arbor for a
couple weeks. She spoke with Evans’ mother often.
The message was the same to all of them.
Hutchins was concerned if Evans left, she wouldn’t
return and the care in California wouldn’t be as good
as in Michigan.
“It was breaking her mom’s heart,” Hutchins said.
“Because she knew how bad her kid wanted to go home.
And I’m like, ‘This is where the therapy is, this is where
the care is.’ To be removed from that environment,
I was scared she would give up and leave. I wasn’t
ready to give up on her being a player again or
give up on anything.
“I knew we just had to get through it.”
At home, Viefhaus and Bausher alternately cared for
her by carrying her up and down stairs and pushed her
by making her join in fixing meals. They celebrated
when she made a bowl of Lucky Charms, even if it took
40 minutes and dragging the bowl across the counter.
“We had to show her tough love,” Viefhaus said. “Like
she’d be like ‘Hey, can you make me this?’ We’d be like
‘Well, we’ll do it together, Bree, get your walker.’ We
had to make her do things, like, ‘Get your crutches or

hEY
STUDENTS
Be sure that your coach is a member so that you can be honored
for all of your hard work both in the classroom and on the softball
field. The NFCA offers Scholar-Athlete Awards to those students who
maintain better than a 3.5 GPA for the school year. This award is
given every year, so if your coach isn’t a member, have him or her
sign up so that you can receive this award and wow recruiters with
your academic as well as athletic prowess. For more details, have
your coach check out the NFCA website at nfca.org, or have him or
her call us
Cover girl Jessica
at 662/320Mendoza got her
2155.

get up into your wheelchair.’
“She would hate it.”
It also helped. As she worked to reclaim the normal
parts of her life, she spent every day between classes
in therapy.
Bausher videotaped sessions to show Evans’ progress.
She’d send the videos to the Michigan coaching staff,
to teammates, to anyone who wondered.
Evans eventually moved from a wheelchair to a
walker and a walker to crutches. Eventually, therapy
got easier. And Evans, who doubted in the hospital if
she even wanted to play softball again, regained her
competitiveness.
“I treated it the best I could because I just wanted
to walk,” Evans said. “Whatever they said, I did it.”
The first week of November, a month after her accident, she showed up at Michigan practice on crutches
holding her glove and started to play catch. The next
day, she showed up using a cane.
Then came Nov. 4., the emotional and physical turning point. Tholl videotaped it. From there, everything
would be OK.
BACK ON THE FIELD Hutchins wasn’t convinced Evans
would play last season. Neither were some teammates.
Neither was Evans. She practiced when she went to
California over Thanksgiving, but this was different.
“That first practice I worried, was I even going to
be the same player,” Evans said. “What am I going
to do when I have to dive? Am I going to dive? Do
I remember how to crow-hop? Are my legs going to
know what to do?”
Two weeks in, Evans got her answer. Working with her
teammates, Evans did the unthinkable. She dove for a
pop fly. Teammates ran to tell coaches.
“It scared the crap out of us,” Chidester said. “It’s
like, ‘What are you doing?’”
Soon, Evans started to run. Her first workout back,
she was supposed to run every third sprint. Shaw said

start as an NFCA High
School All-American
in 1998.

Evans completed the entire thing.
Evans’ speed still wasn’t at its pre-injury peak, but by
the end of January, Hutchins realized not only would
Evans return, she’d start the first game in February.
“Everybody on our team and in the stands and even
the opposing team was in shock and amazed,” Bausher
said. “It was kind of one of those moments that could
have been documented and made into a movie because
it was just incredible.”
Evans started 56 of 57 games for Michigan and hit
.358, stole 10 bases and scored 52 runs. The only game
she missed was the last of the Wolverines’ season when
a freak accident in the dugout fractured her left arm.
ONE YEAR LATER, ANOTHER GAME AGAINST MSU As
Hutchins put together this year’s fall schedule, she
called Michigan State’s Jacquie Joseph about setting
up another home-and-home. The coaches agreed and
picked dates. Only afterward did it hit Hutchins.
Michigan State at Michigan - Oct. 1, 2010.
Evans planned on her mother coming out to see her
play in Ann Arbor for the first time this fall. They
booked the plane ticket. Then Evans looked at the date.
“It was Oct. 1,” Evans said. “I’m like, ‘Are you kidding
me?’ I was like, it’s the same team and everything.
“It’s been a year, and here we go again.”
Evans anticipates Friday will be normal for her. So
much has happened in a year. Her closest friends
thought she might be paralyzed. She taught herself
to walk for the second time in her life. She played.
She earned the Lloyd Carr endowed scholarship for a
female athlete.
She is healthy enough that no one, Evans included,
believes it’s been a year.
“That’s crazy it was only a year ago.”
Michael Rothstein covers Michigan sports for AnnArbor.
com, where this article was originally published. It is
being used with permission.
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34

across
3
the total number of official visits a
high school senior is allowed to take to
NCAA institutions
8
Fresno State’s winningest coach in
NCAA softball (first and last name)
10 1-9 (or 10)
12 small bat used for drills
14 most important meal of the day
15 _____ fly – giving yourselp up
18 month of the Women’s College World
Series
19 _____ aid (a way to pay for college)
21 the men and women in blue
23 # of administered camps the NFCA is
running in 2011
26 chew ‘em and spit ‘em (two words)
28 2010 DIII national champion (3 words)
30 see it on a farm (or motion a pitcher
makes)
32 something you can wear (or play ball
on)

Tennessee’s career strikeout and wins
leader
base gained, but not illegally
one of the two widely accepted college
entrance tests
excuse for an error (2 words)
moving up on a caught fly ball (2
words)
must pass three of these to score
the only team to beat the USA in the
1996 Olympics
no choice but to get the bunt down
a unit of measurement or where the
home run went

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

7
9
11
13
16
17
20
22
24
25
27
29
31
33

down
1
only one player belongs here
2
perfect = 0.00
4
wear one, but only half the time
5
four runs scored (2 words)
6
# of softball scholarships at a DI
fully-funded program

1

37

part of a door (or a bat)
starred as ex-softball player with Owen
Wilson in How Do You Know?
first games of a tournament or summer
fun
the place to be when the season ends
for Division I teams
an outfielder’s motion to make a long
throw (2 words)
2-2 count with 2 outs
_____ Pride (2010 NPF Champions)
hard-hit line drive (2 words)
cool summer snack or barely making the
catch
______ Cup – NPF championship trophy
two at a time (two words)
“Hot Corner” (two words)
cover girl
the professional association for softball
coaches
carry it to the plate

2

3

4

7

8

5

6

9
10

12

11

13
14
16

15
17
18

19

20
21

22

23
24

25

26
27
28

29

32

30

33

31

34

35
37

36

39

38
40
41

42

FOR A SOLUTION,
go to recruiting info at nfca.org

EXTRAS
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QUICKIES

SUMMER 2011

If you only have 5 minutes, here’s the place to go...

HEALTH

Eat This... 		

Good & Bad Choices*
McDonald’s
Kiddie Cone
Taco Bell
Crunchy Beef Taco

Wendy’s Jr.
Cheeseburger

Not That

McDonald’s
Cookies

Wendy’s Single Burger
with Everything

Taco Bell
Ranchero
Chicken
Soft Taco

*Numbers represent calories

RECRUITING

No-No’s - College Coaches Scratch
Your Name Off Their Lists for These
SHOWING
A LACK OF
SPORTSMANSHIP,
TEMPER
TANTRUMS,
POUTING

MAKING TWO ERRORS
IN SUCCESSION BECAUSE
YOU DID NOT SHAKE OFF
THE FIRST ONE

DISRESPECTING
PARENTS,
COACHES,
TEAMMATES
AND/OR UMPIRES

FAILING TO
EXECUTE THE
FUNDAMENTALS
OF A SACRIFICE
BUNT

Tips for Writing a Better Letter/Email
• Name and grad year in subject line or at top
• Address it to correct coach and school
• Have high school, travel team name and position
easy to find (near the top)

• Include academic information (should include GPA
and any test scores that are available)

• Include summer schedule (or whatever season is
coming up: fall or summer)

• Include contact information, especially email
• Not too long, but give an idea of the type of player
you are

• Include a link to a skills video in the body of the
email if you have it

INSTRUCTION

Ways To Respect the Game

No matter where or when you’re playing, these fundamental and
basic ideas apply to you.
1. Communicate your schedule with your parents, relatives, and friends

in time for them to make arrangements to watch you play. Thank
them for coming.
2. Prepare for each competition by cleaning your equipment and making sure you have everything you may need. Carry your equipment
yourself.
3. Stay sound in mind and body to perform to the best of your ability.
4. Give back to the game.
5. Apply yourself to learn the game, and to learn from the game.
6. Commit to yourself, your team, your coach and your school.
7. Show respect for all others in the game by showing respect for yourself. Have a professional attitude. Know
the rules. Assist others. Stand up for
yourself. Take responsibility for yourself
and your performance.
8. Acknowledge and appreciate every comment made to you as a player.
9. When you travel with your team, be aware
of other passengers. Keep your conversations at a reasonable volume. Unplug your
techie stuff and plug in to people.
10. Be ready for your practice and workouts.
Make it a routine and habit to keep your
gear and clothing neat, clean and sharp
at all times.

PLAYERS
On being able to excel in different roles you
have to play in life:

“The EASY PART is being told where to
go and what to do; the difference
lies in HOW MUCH YOU ARE
GIVING to each
thing.”
-USSSA Pride star/
ESPN announcer/
mom
Jessica Mendoza

You spend hours in the cage.

You practice everyday.

You train year ‘round.

And when the game is on the line,

you have a split-second

to make all that time worth it.

We own that split-second.

EASTONSOFTBALL.COM
facebook.com/eastonbaseball

twitter.com/easton_baseball

Megan Lagenfeld, USA Women’s National Team

Proud Sponsor of the NFCA

